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Marie Corelli was arguably the most popular British novelist of the early 1900s, 

yet few today even know her name. Though she is not the only author to lose 

popularity, her enormous influence during her lifetime deserves consideration. What 

people liked about Marie Corelli can shed light on why the rise of modernism is seen as 

such a break from the popular in literature. This paper examines two of her bestsellers, 

A Romance of Two Worlds and The Sorrows of Satan, in light of the fin de siècle, as 

well as the critical response to her work from both modernist and postmodern 

perspectives. Corelli is of interest today because her popular female characters are 

women who affirm traditional femininity yet also pursue and wield great power. The 

question I raise is whether Corelli’s work is best seen as illustrative of theories about 

popular literature or as contradictory to them.  
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I. INTRODUCTION: “TO DELIGHT AND INSTRUCT”? THE CURIOUS 

POPULARITY OF MARIE CORELLI 

Many have explored the emergence of popular literature as distinguished from 

literature of “high culture.” As the Industrial Revolution transformed the publishing 

industry in England, books became more accessible to the general public for purchase, 

and by the late nineteenth century, the emergence of a literate public in England had led 

to the development of paying customers who had previously relied upon periodicals and 

lending libraries.1 An ambivalence about the possible effects of this new market 

characterized many authors of the time, who saw any courting of marketability as a 

threat to their craft.2  Yet no one told this new audience what they “should” read; novels 

sold or did not sell based on their popular appeal.   

Literature has always been associated with leisure time; literature is play, not 

work. People read what they want to read, and sometimes what they want to read is 

what they have been taught that they ought to read, for various reasons. They ought to 

read a book because it is important historically, or they ought to read it because this 

work of literature is foundational to their culture, as E.D. Hirsch in Cultural Literacy 

theorizes: “all human communities are based on shared information” (xv). Perhaps they 

ought to read a literary work because scholars have determined that it is exemplary in 

style and composition. But what about the books that people read for no other reason 

than that reading them is enjoyable to them? And for what reasons might they be 
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enjoyable? Long before the development of the English novel, voices as distant as Plato 

and Horace affirmed that the telling of stories should have a beneficent purpose, should 

portray good role models, “should delight and instruct” (Horace 39). The implicit moral 

didacticism of literature was not an idea particular to the ancients; centuries later, 

writers as diverse as Samuel Johnson and Percy Bysshe Shelley affirmed the 

responsibility of the writer, whether of drama or poetry, not merely to reflect but to 

improve his culture, an altruism which also governed much early distributed popular 

literature in the nineteenth century. This is how people ought to act; such popular 

literature argued with a frowning acknowledgment that this is not usually how they do 

act, however.  

My thesis will give a brief synopsis of the historical emergence of popular 

literature in nineteenth century England, with a more extended look at the popularity of 

Marie Corelli, an author “said to be the most famous and highly paid novelist of her 

generation” (Felski 115). Yet Corelli was never highly regarded by the literary 

establishment and is unknown to most readers today, although of increasing interest to 

recent critics.  Today, much about Marie Corelli remains a mystery, at least in part 

because her creation of fiction was not limited to her novels. She also promulgated 

“fiction about her life, especially about her parentage and age” (Ayres 203) and indeed 

has been called “the most accomplished liar in literature” (Masters 5). Her admirers’ 

endurance of her fabricated history, without question or evidence, only served to 

reinforce what her critics may have already thought about their gullibility. Most 

biographers agree that despite her claims to be a step-daughter or adopted daughter of 

Dr. Charles Mackay, she was in fact his daughter, though her mother was his mistress, 
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not his wife (Kershner 68). She grew up in the Mackay home, but if she even knew the 

specifics of her earliest years, she kept them secret, declaring at various times that she 

was “Vivian Earle Clifford,” “Rose Trevor,” and most famously, a Venetian who could 

trace her lineage back to “the famous musician Arcangelo Corelli.” Beyond question 

she was not to be thought of as Minnie Mackay—though she probably was (Masters 

309-10). Was her elaborate invention characteristic of a delusional world created by her 

own curious mixture of insecurity and arrogance, or just an attempt to avoid the stigma 

of illegitimacy? Again, Corelli invites controversy. 

Certainly she worked at keeping the public, whose approval she craved -- and 

won -- at a distance from her personal life. Much is made of her refusal to be 

photographed, her  insistence upon the alteration of photographs which she allowed, her 

lying about her age, and her habit of dressing as a young girl, even into her fifties, 

despite her insistence on being herself in her writing. In saying, “I must be myself, and 

if I write at all, I must be allowed to handle a subject my own way” (Federico, Idol 6, 

7), she declares that she has to be the person she has created, in denial of her real self. It 

does not seem that surprising that a writer of improbable fictions would have extended 

her ideal world to include her own life. 

Corelli emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, when the role of literature 

was in transition. On the one hand, the Aesthetes demanded Art for Art’s Sake, denying 

the appropriateness of any teaching function in literature. On the other hand, many 

critics echoed Matthew Arnold, to whom culture3  represented “a great help out of our 

present difficulties…being a pursuit of our total perfection, by means of getting to 

know…the best which has been thought and said in the world” (Arnold 5).  Not only 
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should literature (and by extension, culture) guide the masses of society to high ideals, 

but in the nineteenth century, it was often thought of as a replacement for organized 

religion, since scientific discovery was decimating religion’s influence. Marie Corelli 

took up this prophetic mantle willingly, freely dictating her own conservative moral 

principles through her protagonists. Her enormous reading public bought it all, literally 

and figuratively. From her own perspective, her writing, like Longinus’s “true sublime” 

(179), had an uplifting effect upon her readers.4 Her popularity is a study in the 

willingness of the masses to cling to received morality even when its basis may be 

disappearing, and even when the replacement being offered is irrationally fanciful. Why 

did people like her work? An answer to this question offers insight into the divide, 

being born at the fin de siècle, between popular and high culture.  

I will further examine the extent to which critical response to Corelli’s popular 

works, from both her contemporaries and twenty-first century critics, has been 

influenced by classical literary theory.  Corelli might not be the first British author with 

mass popular appeal, but she may have been the most polarizing author of the fin de 

siècle, wildly popular despite being almost universally disdained by the literary 

establishment. Why did an emerging literate public admire what appeared to violate so 

many critical standards? Does the critical disdain for her immensely popular writing 

stem from its failure to meet classical literary standards of writing style5, or was it her 

novels’ unintentionally preposterous and overblown claims? Pierre Bourdieu finds 

aesthetic taste to be a marker of social groups,6 yet Corelli’s appeal to such disparate 

audiences as the popular marketplace, William E. Gladstone, Alfred, LordTennyson and 

Queen Victoria (Felski 115) appears to defy such classification. How such a broad 
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appeal, in the face of critical dismissal, can best be understood will lead to a closer look 

at the cultural capital of her admirers.  

This thesis will first look at the literary and cultural world of fin de siècle 

Britain, in which Corelli wrote her first novel, A Romance of Two Worlds (1886), then 

examine this novel in light of classical ideas of criticism. I go on to look at her most 

popular work, a novel which attacked the critics of her day, The Sorrows of Satan. 

Although a review of criticism is usually found at the beginning of a thesis, Marie 

Corelli is not well known today, so an introduction to her novels seems necessary. 

Chapters V and VI are comprised of an examination of theories of popular literature and 

the most recent voices regarding Corelli, since my exploration focuses not only on 

Corelli’s work itself  but on how she may be seen in light of an emerging divide 

between popular and high culture in Britain.  
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II. THE ENGLAND OF MARIE CORELLI 

Marie Corelli, publishing from 1886 into the 1920s, can be seen in the light of 

both the fin de siècle and the years of early modernism. Elaine Showalter suggests that 

our consciousness of the artificially imposed ending or beginning of a century can cause 

undue attention to such a period, making its crises “more intensely experienced, more 

emotionally fraught, [and] more weighted with symbolic and historical meaning” (2). 

Such an atmosphere in the 1890s did result, in her assessment, in a perception that “all 

the laws that governed sexual identity and behavior seemed to be breaking down” (3) in 

the concept of the New Woman, who was emancipated from her subservient role as 

helpmeet to a husband into that of a self-assertive social trailblazer. Further 

complicating traditional gender roles was the feminized male aesthete, with the word 

“homosexuality” being added to the English vocabulary, as sexual scandals motivated 

some to legislate gender roles or at least to demand public adherence to tradition 

(Showalter 3).  

Showalter finds the cultural anxiety of the fin de siècle to be focused on the 

instability of boundaries: divisions among social class, differing gender roles, or even 

perceived threats to Britain’s national position of supremacy. Corelli’s work reinforces 

social and gender borders but through religious mysticism that is unorthodox. 

Paradoxically crossing social and gender lines, her readership found reassurance in the 

reinforcing of familiar social roles even through new and unexplored fictional territory. 
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The late 1800s saw the height of British imperialism, and Corelli’s novels do have the 

apparently fashionable Eastern mystic, often handsome character, (even though he is a 

representation of Satan in The Sorrows of Satan)7 but no serious engagement with a 

culture of empire, as may be found in her contemporaries Joseph Conrad, Rudyard 

Kipling, or even H. Rider Haggard, with whom Corelli was acquainted. Questioning the 

state of Britain’s empire lay beyond the scope of Marie Corelli’s novels.  

Showalter’s commentary puts her book in the category of many other histories 

of the literature of the late 1890s and early 1900s that make no reference to the best-

selling author of the time. For such scholars, this cannot be attributed to oversight: 

Corelli’s popular fiction is simply not viewed as having any lasting effect beyond its 

time period. Why this is true is one of the questions this thesis seeks to answer. 

Disregarding the romance novel altogether, Showalter focuses instead on the “virile 

masculine genre” (17) which the novels of “shriveled prudes” obstructed. Showalter 

quotes Patricia Stubbs, who “lamented that ‘at the very moment when literature was 

beginning to break free from the moral stranglehold of Victorian sexual ideology, the 

novel was dominated for the first time and quite accidentally by male writers’” (17). 

This domination apparently did not extend to the marketplace, however, where Corelli 

outsold everyone.  

 Holbrook Jackson, writing of the fin de siècle in 1913, characterizes this period 

as “an era of hope and action,”  “when people went about frankly and cheerfully 

endeavouring to solve the question ‘How to Live’” (29, 30). If Jackson’s is an apt 

assessment, such an audience was ready for Marie Corelli’s influence. Jackson 
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acknowledges that old ideas were giving way to new, causing consternation for those 

who would find reassurance in Corelli’s religious ideas.  

A Romance of Two Worlds was published in 1886, the same year as Robert 

Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and just four years before 

Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray. Stephen Arata sees both “progress” and 

“degeneration” as “terms no late-Victorian thinker could do without” (2); if the 

Victorian novel can be seen as a “novel of development” and the fin de siècle novel as a 

“novel of degeneration,” then Marie Corelli stands firmly in the former tradition. The 

protagonists of A Romance and Geoffrey Tempest of The Sorrows of Satan emerge 

from periods of doubt and temptation as strong believers and certainly as better people. 

In order to achieve this improved status, it is necessary for them to learn the dangers of 

seeing the world as their more modern-thinking contemporaries saw it, and reject these 

“modern” values for spiritual truth. If the novel of degeneration suggests pessimistically 

that there is a limit to progress, and our essentially animal natures may emerge 

irresistibly, Corelli’s novels imply that unlimited human progress is still possible as 

long as one does not forsake strict morality and is not waylaid by ill-informed scientific 

skepticism. There is nothing to fear if Corelli’s principles are kept center-front. All the 

disconcerting mysteries of modern life can be easily explained if the reader has faith to 

believe the explanation Corelli will offer.  

For example, when Corelli elaborates on her Electric Creed in the introduction 

to the 1888 edition of A Romance of Two Worlds,8 she declares that “the theory is 

simple, yet by it, all the gigantic and minute marvels of the universe are made easy of 

comprehension—as easy as the explanation of the mainspring of a watch, though an 
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untutored savage would find a watch most difficult to understand” (25). She goes on to 

clarify, lest there be any doubt, that we mortals are the untutored savages, even though 

we may claim to be scientists and “sometimes presume to dismiss the Creator” from his 

creation. When we awaken in the afterlife, she warns, we will realize that “the great 

Chronometer of the Universe is quite a simple thing—so simple that we shall wonder at 

ourselves for not reading its apparent secret before” (25, 26). In the meantime, Corelli 

stands ready to explain to us these secrets. 

Novels of degeneration reflect the perspective of Max Nordau’s Degeneration, 

published in 1892, which after first declaring that to view a century as if it were a living 

creature in the process of aging or even dying is ridiculous (1), admits that “the 

disposition of the times is curiously confused, a compound of feverish restlessness and 

blunted discouragement, of fearful presage and hang-dog renunciation” (2). Nordau sees 

in the fin de siècle among some “more highly developed minds vague qualms of a Dusk 

of the Nations, in which…mankind with all its institutions and creations is perishing in 

the midst of a dying world” (2). A closer look at Nordau suggests that he is not simply a 

prophet of doom, but in fact sees the negative influence of the pre-modernist Aesthetes 

as relatively minor. He gives a scientific, at least in his own eyes, explanation for the 

malaise of the Aesthetes: they have certain mental abnormalities. Nordau’s degenerate 

Aesthetes reflect by definition a “morbid deviation from an original type” (16), and if 

one were to look closely at their family trees, “relatives would be met with who were 

undoubtedly degenerate” (17).  

He writes that authorial degeneracy is visible within an author’s works. This 

curious application of nascent psychology to literary criticism results in pathology as an 
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explanation for literary innovation.  Novels of degeneration depicted a growing gulf 

between the social expectations of Victorian society and the individual’s personal 

desires. The Picture of Dorian Gray and Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde serve 

as examples of such novels, with protagonists who experience a conflict between what 

must be done to live a respectable life and what the individual is driven to be and do in 

secret.  The impossibility of resolving such a conflict defines the climax of such works. 

By contrast, Corelli’s protagonists are never trapped in inescapable angst, and need only 

to heed the advice of wiser mentor figures to have their sanity restored. Emerging from 

troubles as a sadder but wiser man or woman can easily be seen to have a wider popular 

appeal than the alternative of never emerging from troubles, becoming sadder but never 

truly wiser. 

Nordau qualifies his assessment of the fin de siècle, however, by pointing out 

that “the great majority of the middle and lower classes is naturally not fin de siècle,” 

and, in fact, “this more or less slight touch of moral sea-sickness does not excite in him 

[the rudimentary human being] the cravings of travailing women, nor express itself in 

new aesthetic needs. The Philistine or the Proletarian still finds undiluted satisfaction in 

the old and oldest forms of art and poetry, if he knows himself unwatched by the 

scornful eye of the votary of fashion, and is free to yield to his own inclinations” (7). 

Such an explanation could be seen to shed light on the popularity of Corelli, since her 

novels reinforce received moralities and disdain what might be perceived as progress in, 

for example, women’s roles. Yet, in this light, it should be noted that Nordau’s chapter 

on mysticism as a pathology would place Corelli among those authors who show signs 

of mental and thus physical degeneracy. 
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Many credited the Education Act of 1870 and Third Reform Bill of 1885 with 

the increased literacy of the middle class, with “the result [being] incompetence, 

unoriginality, and the degradation of a literary profession that is forced by the market to 

amuse the half-educated classes;” Federico calls this the  “alarmist rhetoric of class 

war” (Idol 59). But Marie Corelli never faced this struggle of needing but not wanting 

to please the middle-class audience; her writing was in no sense a stooping to sell. The 

middle class was part of her audience, and her popularity has been directly subscribed 

to the widespread literacy of the day, with a “genuine affinity and commitment to what 

she called ‘the people’” (Idol 58). 

Annette Federico writes that “there was a definite stigma attached to writing 

books that were popular with middle-class readers” (Idol 57), which was recognized by 

Corelli’s contemporary Joseph Conrad but certainly never voiced by Corelli herself. 

Conrad longed for a little material success, blaming “his situation on both literary 

profiteering and the impossibly stupid taste of the public” (Idol 57) ; of his own 

subscription numbers for Lord Jim, he wrote: “It isn’t exactly like Marie Corelli’s but 

let us hope it will improve” (quoted by Federico, Idol 57). Conrad is not the only writer 

of the period to acknowledge, even compliment Corelli.9  In fact, a closer look at 

Corelli’s prose reveals a sensory as opposed to rational emphasis that would have 

pleased the Decadents, and lines are not so definitively drawn that might separate her 

from what some have seen as the precursors of modernism. In fact, Federico sees her as 

“an interesting mediator” between the sensuality of the Aesthetes, with her “passionate 

interest in sin and sexuality” (though she condemns both heartily), and the “democratic 

feeling of the British middle class” (Idol 58).   
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The market for popular literature was developing well before Marie Corelli 

made such an enormous impact. Louis James records that by 1850, “the ‘popular press’ 

had begun to find its feet” (xi) as the effects of the Industrial Revolution, specifically 

the paper-making machine and the rotary press, became well established. In Fiction for 

the Working Man, James details the rise of literacy among the once “poor,” now 

“working-class” population of Britain as a result of the Sunday School movement and 

similar “Age of Benevolence” ventures, as well as the work of the Society for the 

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1-4).  Also, as early as the mid-eighteenth century, 

lending libraries had become the method of choice for British readers who preferred 

paying a subscription fee to the high cost of book ownership. Since novels were rarely 

read multiple times, a rental fee certainly seemed more justifiable than a purchase.  

Rather than depressing the publishing industry, the lending libraries “effectively 

pooled the demand of many people for books that only a few could afford” (Erickson 

134). In addition, the libraries themselves became social gathering places where those at 

their leisure might see and be seen. The libraries were chiefly supplied with works by 

women authors (Poster 287), who were no anomaly by the fin de siècle. The public 

orientation of these libraries, however, led to a cultural restrictiveness felt by some 

authors. Rachel Anderson confirms that “the literature purveyed and controlled by the 

circulating libraries was a product of its age, and concerned with moral or religious 

precept and resolutely ‘noble’” (24). Books had to be acceptable family fare in order for 

a library to purchase them, because the books were usually shared by all members of a 

reading family.  
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George Moore wrote Literature at Nurse, or Circulating Morals in 1885 to 

bemoan this circumstance, although Eliza Lynn Linton in 1890 traced this censorship to 

the morality of the middle class woman rather than to library policy; such women did 

not want to read about “things as they are—human nature as it is—the conflict always 

going on between law and passion, the individual and society” (quoted in Ardis 3). 

Beyond the scope of this thesis is a discussion of how Linton could protest “The Girl of 

the Period” and also complain about the literary restrictions that pleasing “The British 

Matron” placed upon an author’s “contributi[on] to the healthy evolution of the novel as 

a form of art” (Ardis 4).  What would Mrs. Grundy say? She most likely read Marie 

Corelli—unless she obtained her books from the Ealing Public Library, who banned all 

of Corelli’s work after the publication of Barabbas, citing their “duty to protect public 

morals” (Masters 130).  

Writing in 1996 about the absence of archives for female novelists from the 

Victorian era (due to the fragility of the original manuscripts and insufficient critical 

attention to warrant their preservation), Carol Poster asserts that “it is no coincidence 

that the popular and literary became more sharply divided at the very period when 

female authorship was on the rise” (288). She points out that the Victorians who have 

survived into canonicity beyond their century either are male or wrote under male 

pseudonyms, suggesting that “nineteenth-century cross-dressing has resulted in 

twentieth-century canonicity” (288). To such critics as Poster, this is why Marie Corelli 

is relatively unknown today—because her chosen genre of romance novel was 

dominated by female authors and therefore considered frivolous by default.10 
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The development of popular literature was also influenced by the rise of the 

periodical press in nineteenth-century Britain whereby authors’ works, most notably 

those of Charles Dickens, were serialized and made available to the general reading 

public piecemeal. By the middle of the nineteenth century, in Rachel Anderson’s words, 

“Reading became a national habit, almost a craze”(16). Anderson credits this change to 

another extension of the Industrial Revolution: as people moved to towns from farms, 

they missed the familiar entertainments and social connections of their village lives and 

sought leisure activities. Lee Erickson describes the threat that such developments 

posed to authors who saw themselves as intentional craftsmen: 

Most early-nineteenth-century writers had come to authorship with 

middle-class expectations and with literary ideals that they saw 

threatened by the advent of popular literary forms and lucrative 

publishing formats; and they resisted the equation of market value with 

literary value, while also realizing that once literary concerns were 

subordinated to the market authors would not slowly polish their work 

for posterity but instead quickly publish it for profit. (179) 

Paul Thomas Murphy has suggested that in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, working-class authors “worked hard to destroy the idea of a universal or class-

transcendent canon and to promote an alternate canon that overlapped the established 

one but served a completely different audience with its own unique values” (19). 

Murphy sets the stage for a developing dual audience (elitists vs. commoners), but his 

perception is class based, a distinction Bourdieu will echo as characteristic of France’s 

literary field.11 Again, a paradox:  how does Corelli cross such boundaries? The answer 
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may lie in her appeal to religion, which Terry Eagleton sees as a unifying force across 

social boundaries, “an excellent social ‘cement,’ encompassing pious peasant, 

enlightened middle-class liberal and theological intellectual in a single organization 

(Literary 20).  

Matthew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy (1869) sought to address the uncertainty 

of living on a “darkling plain,” as his poem “Dover Beach” suggests, in a 

…world, which seems 

To lie before us like a land of dreams, 

So various, so beautiful, so new,  

[but]Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light 

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help from pain. (4.35) 

Such a world, to many, was England in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Losing the anchor of Christian orthodoxy due to Darwinian science and 

German higher criticism, Britain appeared to many to be sailing directly into anarchy, 

or at least to be adrift. Culture, declares Arnold, can be “the great help out of our 

present difficulties” (5). Arnold despairs of the industrialized nature of his country, with 

its pride in such material “machinery”  as its coal production; he praises Elizabethan 

England, which had no coal but had culture (35), and he longs for the “purging effect 

wrought upon our minds by culture” (35). While some see Arnold as merely fearful of 

class changes, others see his concern for loss of an undefined spirituality. Arnold is no 

gospel evangelist, yet he cannot be satisfied in a non-spiritual world, seeking Swift’s 

“sweetness and light” (37) in the perfectability of human nature through beauty and 

culture, not religion. Britain stands out in such attempts, to Arnold: “No people in the 
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world have done more and struggled more to attain this relative moral perfection than 

our English race has“ (38), but, in his view, the task is far from complete.  

In Mark Morrisson’s view, “Culture and Anarchy’s every page exudes the fear 

of rebellion and social fragmentation” (19). Things were falling apart, from the 

perspective of those with cultural power. The extent to which Arnold desires the State 

to be the agency of preservation of culture for the aristocracy, the middle class, and the 

working class is beyond the scope of this paper. Pertinent, however, to Marie Corelli’s 

world is Arnold’s voicing of the assumption that Britain was at a crossroads, in need of 

a new foundation to replace organized religion (38). Yet Arnold fails to examine exactly 

what the values are that everyone, or at least those above the middle class, apparently 

knows must be accepted, and he is vague about what kind of religion might replace 

orthodoxy.12  In this way, Arnold’s essay opens the door for an independent spirit like 

Corelli’s. Where Arnold sees “the divine impossibilities of religion”(4), Corelli 

imagines pseudo-scientific explanations and novel doctrines of her own invention. In 

fact, she personifies exactly what troubled Arnold most: the tendency of non-

conforming religious adherents to develop their own dogma.13 Yet the paradox is that 

far from his fear that such independence would eliminate the social benefit of religion, 

Corelli saw her mission as one of conveying to the world a deepened faith relevant from 

the home to the publishing house, a diverse audience addressed in The Sorrows of 

Satan. 

 Oxford professor George Gordon reflects Arnold in his critique of this era: 

“England is sick…and English literature must save it. The Churches…having failed, 

and social remedies being slow, English literature has now a triple function: still, I 
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suppose, to delight and instruct us, but also, and above all, to save our souls and heal the 

State” (quoted in Eagleton, Literary 20).  In Corelli’s view, of course, her work did not 

supplant religion but rather buttressed it, making faith reasonable and personalized for 

readers. Erickson asserts that authors sharing Arnold’s viewpoint on literature “as a 

means of enlightenment” also were concerned that “production not fall to authors who 

must appeal to the common reader for their sustenance,”  resulting in “an institutional 

impulse to insulate the producers of high culture from the demands of the marketplace” 

(189-90). Such an impulse would help to explain the dismissal of Marie Corelli by 

reviewers. Brian Masters records an early response to A Romance of Two Worlds: “If 

the writer intends us to take it seriously—as her preface seems half to suggest—it is 

pure bosh” (Masters 59). 

As the end of the nineteenth century approached, many found themselves 

doubting the genuineness of progress which may have earlier seemed so certain with 

industrial and technological advances. Would “the triumph of science” include “the 

defeat of art,” as Karl Beckson asked (Beckson v)? Those writers now designated as the 

Aesthetes offered a resounding no, saying that art offered an opportunity for 

“transcending the dullness and ugliness of a commercialized, bourgeois existence” 

(Beckson v). Holbrook Jackson sees the fin de siècle as both “a swan song and a death-

bed repentance” (Jackson 18), as the desire for progress in society seemed to lead down 

a dead-end street in terms of personal satisfaction. The turning of a century caused 

Janus-faced reflection, and if the Victorian novel is seen as presenting man improving 

into a kind of moral maturity, the Aesthetes disdained fiction with overtly instructional 

purposes.  
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In contrast, Marie Corelli did see herself as a moral teacher. The Sorrows of 

Satan did not shrink from naming names: reading Swinburne will be injurious to one’s 

spiritual health. While the influence of the Aesthetes on their own contemporaries may 

not have been as broad as their endurance in the literary canon might suggest,14 they 

certainly can be seen in retrospect as symbolizing much that Marie Corelli opposed. But 

another contemporary influence that she rejected were the popular romances written for 

women, cited in The Sorrows of Satan for their dangerous potential to lead to loss of 

faith. This was the literary world as she perceived it: full of pitfalls into which an 

unwary reader might fall and be harmed. R.K.R. Thornton writes that “Decadent 

literature is a literature of failure” and “the distinguishing feature of the Decadent is the 

nature of his retreat from reality. There is a superficial retreat from reality in the lack of 

intensity in his grasp on life, the effete casualness, [and] the languid withdrawal” (28). 

Corelli’s writing can be seen as a direct contrast to such a life. Her books brim with 

sincerity and earnest Victorian purpose to live a moral life and benefit others.  

In addition, Corelli did not see the advance of science at the fin de siècle as 

necessarily a threat to religious belief: the purpose of her first novel is to reconcile the 

two through an interpretation of Christian doctrine that nebulously harmonizes 

spirituality with electricity. Writing critically of her age in the Prologue to A Romance 

of Two Worlds, Corelli suggests a variety of scientific explanations that her skeptical 

peers might invent to explain an event such as the arrival of an angel in Trafalgar 

Square: “anything rather than believe in angels—the nineteenth century protests against 

the possibility of their existence. It sees no miracles—it pooh-poohs the very 

enthusiasm that might work them” (Romance 1.6). She compares the words of Jesus 
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condemning a generation that seeks a sign to the demand of her age that faith “prove 

clearly that what you say is true, and I, in spite of my Progress and Atom Theory, will 

believe” (Romance 1.7). To Corelli, the scientific age did not yet realize how a 

complete understanding of the supernatural matched perfectly with science. There are, 

after all, to Corelli, “two worlds”: the visible and the invisible, the physical and the 

spiritual. Her job was to show how they were connected, as exemplified by her 

protagonist:  

I was in no way alarmed at the idea of trusting myself to the hands of a 

physical electrician such as Heliobas professed to be. I knew that there 

were many cases of serious illnesses being cured by means of 

electricity…and I saw no reason to be surprised at the fact of a man 

being in existence who had cultivated electric force within himself to 

such an extent that he was able to use it as a healing power. There 

seemed to me to be nothing extraordinary in it. (Romance 1.138-39) 

Her assessment of her own “cultivated age” is that “a wall of skepticism and 

cynicism is gradually being built up by intellectual thinkers of every nation against all 

that treats of the Supernatural and Unseen.” “The great empire of the Christian Religion 

is being assailed” (Romance 1.3). Corelli simply did not see how scientific 

advancement could cause so many to doubt: 

The prophecies of the poet, the dreams of the philosopher and scientist, 

are being daily realized—things formerly considered mere fairy-tales 

have become facts—yet, in spite of the marvels of learning and science 
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that are hourly accomplished among us, the attitude of mankind is one of 

disbelief. (Romance 1.1) 

The problem of her age, she argued, was a failure to extend the discoveries of 

science into the spiritual plane. “Electricity…is…the wonder of our age… But one of 

the most important branches of this great science is ignorantly derided just now by the 

larger portion of society—I mean the use of human electricity” (Romance 1.134-35). 

These are the words of her protagonist’s first mentor, the artist Cellini. Corelli’s 

contemporaries in the medical community responded disparagingly to her “scientific” 

explanations, as will be seen in Chapter III. 

Any consideration of fin de siècle issues pertinent to the popularity of Corelli 

would be incomplete without reference to the New Woman, “a term coined in 1894 

which rapidly gained popular currency as a label for the energetic and independent 

woman struggling against the constraints of Victorian norms of femininity” (Felski 

146). The approaching century sparked an interest in all things new, and the emerging 

role of women was among them. As Showalter notes:  “The New Woman was also the 

nervous woman” (40), even hysterical; but by contrast, Corelli’s heroines are 

characterized by the search for elusive inner peace, which is ultimately found through 

religion and traditional femininity.  

Realistic novels of the period depicted the New Woman as frustrated within the 

constraints of her culture, but Marie Corelli saw no such conflict. The New Woman 

simply did not understand that fulfillment lay in not rejecting but embracing her 

femininity. Her relationship to men? She was to be the powerful force, though ever 

feminine, that she was capable of being. If a love relationship with a man came along, 
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so be it, but it certainly was not necessary for a life of fulfillment. The heroine of A 

Romance of Two Worlds finds the true meaning of life and a renewed sense of mission 

in the use of her creative gifts, as a result of her heavenly vision in which she 

understands the power of God’s love, not man’s. In The Sorrows of Satan, both of the 

strong women characters, Zara and Mavis Clare, have no need of male support or even 

companionship. Though some see Corelli’s traditional gender stereotypes as an example 

of popular fiction’s characteristic of reinforcing familiar social values, others see that in 

fact, life may have imitated art. Perhaps as Marie Corelli painted a woman as 

successful, powerful, yet quintessentially feminine in dress and manners, her readers 

more concretely affirmed this definition, as against the New Woman with her 

threatening, unfamiliar, and controversial liberation from social norms: 

Part of [Corelli’s} success…lay in her ability to create forms of fantasy 

that could cut across class and gender barriers. Rather than constructing 

mimetic accounts of the social world liked organically to a particular 

class or gender experience, she created opulent dreams of transfiguration 

that could lock into the imaginative worlds of individuals from diverse 

social groups. (Felski 144) 

The Soul of Lilith, published in 1892, reflects neither the New Woman nor the 

traditional feminine but an imaginative blend of the feminine sublime founded in 

mysticism. Heliobas, a Chaldean mystic who also appears in A Romance of Two 

Worlds, is asked if the soul, like angels, is sexless. He replies, “All created things have 

sex, even the angels” (Corelli The Soul 15), and since God made man in His own 

image, and mankind is both male and female, it follows that, according to Heliobas, 
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“there are two governing forces of the Universe…One, the masculine, is Love—the 

other, feminine, is Beauty. These Two, reigning together, are GOD; -- just as man and 

wife are One” (Corelli The Soul 16). Corelli in this way opposed what she saw as the 

New Woman’s de-feminization of traditional womanhood while personally opposing 

the limits that, in her view, her gender placed upon her literary success. As Federico 

notes, “just about every novel [Corelli] published after 1886 includes an offhand 

comment about men’s prejudice against women writers, whether relevant to the plot or 

not” (“An old-fashioned” 243). 

Critics disagree on how to best view the fin de siècle. Retrospect can cause us to 

value only that literature whose echoes or influence we can find in subsequent years.  

Because the pessimism, disillusionment with Victorian views of progress, and 

individualism of the modernists of the early twentieth century is seen to emanate from 

the Aesthetes of the fin de siècle, the 1890s has been seen more as a transitional period 

than an era in its own right (Manos and Rochelson x).  A broad perspective on this 

period would make a place for Marie Corelli, who paradoxically condemns the 

Decadent movement while employing some of its literary characteristics.   

During the nineteenth century, realist fiction is juxtaposed against romantic 

fiction. To what extent should plot development appear inevitable in light of the 

characters as they are portrayed, or reflect the desperations of life without providing a 

Dickensian redemptive ending?  How deeply mimetic should characters be? Corelli 

criticized Zola, notes her biographer Brian Masters, for how he and “his disciples 

subordinated their concern for the truth of character to their determination to carry their 

socialist message to conviction” (297). Yet Corelli’s own fiction was likewise the 
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vehicle for her own ideas. Masters asserts that as a result of authorial control, her 

“characters have no life at all,” because, after all, “propaganda was Marie Corelli’s 

principal aim in writing” (298). Propaganda, of course, can be in the eye of the 

beholder.  

Writing in 1887 in “A Gossip on Romance,” Robert Louis Stevenson takes the 

side of romance as opposed to realism: “stories may be nourished with the realities of 

life, but their true mark is to satisfy the nameless longings of the reader, and to obey the 

idle laws of the day-dream” (106). Since the story is what readers want most, sometimes 

casting aside less interesting characterization or description, searching “like a pig for 

truffles” (101), Stevenson cannot understand why Englishmen of 1882 seem to “look 

somewhat down on incident, and reserve their admiration for the clink of teaspoons and 

the accent of the curate. It is thought clever to write a novel with no story at all, or at 

least with a very dull one” (107). Stevenson juxtaposes Daniel Defoe’s “little story of a 

shipwrecked sailor with not a tenth part of the style nor a thousandth part of the 

wisdom” of Richardson’s novel Clarissa to show that people like stories: Robinson 

Crusoe has the power to excite daydream, to invite to vicarious adventure. Yet, for all 

its imagination, it is realistic, asserts Stevenson: “True romantic art makes a romance of 

all things. It reaches into the highest abstraction of the ideal; it does not refuse the most 

pedestrian realism. Robinson Crusoe is as realistic as it is romantic: both qualities are 

pushed to an extreme and neither suffers” (111).   

Stevenson’s definition of the relationship to reality calls into question whether 

Marie Corelli’s works can properly be called romances, despite her titles. To Stevenson, 

the “triumph of romantic storytelling [occurs] when the reader consciously plays at 
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being the hero” (113). This distinguishes the romance from other skillfully written 

novels, in which “the more clearly [the characters] are depicted, the more widely do 

they stand away from us, the more imperiously they thrust us back into our role as 

spectator” (113). Without such engagement on the part of the reader, one does not have 

romance. But such an experience may be gendered:  “fiction is to the grown man what 

play is to the child; and when the game so chimes with his fancy that he can join in it 

with all his heart, when it pleases him with every turn, when he loves to recall it and 

dwells upon its recollection with entire delight, fiction is called romance” (114). It 

would be difficult to claim such for Corelli’s account of transport through a mystical 

universe with a spirit guide, culminating in playing Creator and making a mini-universe 

in order to better understand soteriology, as experienced by the protagonist of A 

Romance of Two Worlds. Is this the stuff of which daydreams are made? 

Earlier in the nineteenth century, William Hazlitt argued that while historical 

accounts of a time may provide information, it is the fiction writer who can be trusted to 

make sense of facts and portray truth about the time (210). The historian can tell us how 

many books were published in what years and by whom; Marie Corelli can tell us how 

it felt, to at least one woman, to be criticized by  intimidated male authors who saw their 

professional reputations threatened by popular female authors. As Hazlitt says, “Works 

of the imagination, as they are called, sometimes come the closest to truth and nature” 

(210).  Hazlitt goes on to issue a warning, however, that Corelli did not heed: “The most 

moral writers, after all, are those who do not pretend to inculcate any moral” (211). 

Corelli’s writing was seldom or never that subtle.   
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When George Eliot wrote “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” in 1856, Minnie 

Mackay, who would become Marie Corelli, was an infant. Yet the voice of Eliot’s 

critique of romance novels would echo among reviewers of Corelli’s work years later. 

Eliot addresses the varieties of silliness in such books: “the frothy, the prosy, the pious, 

or the pedantic” (1).  Such terms are applied to Corelli’s works by numerous critics, as 

chapter III relates. When Eliot further asserts that “the most pitiable of all silly novels 

by lady novelists are what we may call the oracular species—novels intended to 

expound the writer’s religious, philosophical, or moral theories” (5), she seems 

prescient regarding Corelli, though of course she had plenty of contemporary material 

from which to draw. Corelli’s most scathing critics would echo Eliot’s opinion that 

“certain ladies …think that an amazing ignorance, both of science and of life, is the best 

possible qualification for forming an opinion on the knottiest moral and speculative 

questions” (5). If Eliot is correct about the essentials of great fiction—“genuine 

observation, humour, and passion” (12), then Corelli would not qualify as great. No one 

ever accused her of humor; she takes her characters seriously at all times. Eliot would 

classify Corelli with those women writers who “mistak[e] foolish facility for mastery” 

(12).  Eliot’s own nom de plume certainly suggests that she did not want to be grouped 

with such writers, though she asserted there were exceptions to the vapid rule that 

resulted from “the foolish vanity of wishing to appear in print, instead of being 

counterbalanced by any consciousness of the intellectual or moral derogation implied in 

futile authorship” (12). Though written years before Corelli’s first novel, Eliot’s essay 

presages the literary voices that would respond to Marie Corelli when she published her 

first novel, A Romance of Two Worlds. 
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III. A ROMANCE OF TWO WORLDS IN CLASSICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In examining Marie Corelli’s role in the development of popular fiction, this 

chapter will focus on her first novel, A Romance of Two Worlds, considering critical 

response to her work and how it reflected ideas long established since the earliest 

literary criticism. Such a task is complicated by the fact that her work has received scant 

notice among surveys of her era. In The Eighteen Nineties, Holbrook Jackson’s 1913 

overview of the fin de siècle, the best-selling author of the period receives one sentence 

in  292 pages: “And the name of Marie Corelli became still further associated with that 

species of sensationalism which she had already made her own” (226). How exactly to 

categorize her novels is indeed problematic; if one accepts the definition of Pamela 

Regis in her 2003 A Natural History of the Romance Novel: “the story of the courtship 

and betrothal of one or more heroines” (205), then Corelli’s first novel does not match 

its title, A Romance of Two Worlds.15  There is no romance; her protagonist finds her 

fulfillment in pseudo-religious faith, so it is from the Stevensonian definition of 

romance that Corelli took her title -- a non-realistic, even idealistic, work of fiction. 

Interestingly, she also titled The Sorrows of Satan as a romance.  

 While critics tended to disqualify her from the ranks of the classics, she would 

have placed herself squarely in the tradition of writers who were masters of their craft. 

She saw herself as a literary descendant of Shakespeare16 -- even a guardian of his 

legacy, as she moved to Stratford with her lifelong companion Bertha Vyver and 
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became embroiled in a controversy over the location of a Carnegie library that she 

thought would mar the historical authenticity of the proposed site.  As an outsider, her 

intervention led to much negative press, but she continued to live in Stratford for the 

rest of her life, taking frequent rides on the Avon with Vyver in a gondola she had had 

imported for this purpose -- a particularly appropriate eccentricity for one who claimed 

Italian descent (Masters 2). She also aligned herself with Keats, after critics blasted yet 

another of her novels, declaring that his suffering at the reviews of Endymion was not 

unlike her own (Masters 129). 

Marie Corelli has been praised or vilified ever since A Romance of Two Worlds 

was published. Anderson accuses her of “verbal diarrhoea” (165) -- this from a 

sympathetic critic who feels that she “must be admired for the way she stuck to what 

she believed to be important” (164). Corelli possessed fan letters from a soldier in the 

Boer War who declared that both his fellow soldiers and the enemy admired her work. 

A clergyman wrote that her books had saved him from a skeptical suicide. She was 

admired by Tennyson, Gladstone, and royalty in England and greater Europe (Anderson 

162). Anderson relates that she became a celebrity in her day, with such publications as 

the “Marie Corelli Birthday Book (published in 1897), with illustrations of her best-

known heroines; the Marie Corelli Calendar (1913)… and [a] list of her thirty dislikes 

[which] was published at the turn of the century, with an air of reverence and respect for 

her every whim” (Anderson 162). 

Corelli saw it as her burden to shore up the faith of those who might be 

floundering as a result of encroaching agnosticism at the fin de siècle, especially those 

more vulnerable to doubt than she.17 She wrote in an early letter to her publisher 
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complaining about the lack of attention in the press that her first novel, A Romance of 

Two Worlds, received, declaring that her work would “always command an amount of 

attention when some of the novels of the hour are quite forgotten. This is not arrogance 

on my part—it is certainty arising from the consciousness that in its pages I have said 

something that many people crave to hear” (Masters 58). History may have proven 

Corelli wrong on the lasting effect of her work, but her claim to satisfy the desire of her 

contemporary public can be validated by her sales record.  Annette Federico records 

that she “broke all publishing records: on average, a Corelli novel sold 100,000 copies a 

year” (Idol 2). Her disparaging biographer, Brian Masters, asserts that: 

The high moral tone of her narrative, the didactic approach of the 

opening pages which inform the reader that he is about to be privileged 

with rare knowledge, her evangelistic confidence, all combined to 

convince gullible readers into believing they had discovered a sage. 

Thousands of discontented people, worried sick by the new skepticism 

born of modern scientific advance, were reassured by this unknown lady 

who spoke to them with missionary zeal. Of course she made them feel 

better; she demanded no great mental effort, and promised easy 

assuagement of their ills. (59, 60) 

 A Romance of Two Worlds marked her literary entrance into a world that she 

saw as “an age of universal inquiry, ergo of universal skepticism” (Romance 1.1). The 

centrality of this perspective to her writing is illustrated by the placement of these words 

in the first page of her first novel. She continues, “in spite of the marvels of learning 

and science that are hourly accomplished among us, the attitude of mankind is one of 
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disbelief” (Romance 1.1). These words are spoken by her protagonist, but Corelli was 

quick to confess them as her own personal perspective as well.18  

Classical critics such as Plato and Horace would have found no fault with 

Corelli’s intent to teach and to inspire. The place of such outright didacticism in 

literature was not first suggested in the fin de siècle. According to Plato’s Republic, 

Socrates wanted to make sure that all the stories that children heard were “for their 

moral improvement” (51); he saw the necessity of editing Homer and other poets “not 

because the lines are not good poetry” but just the opposite: because their poetry is so 

good that it might have a lasting impression on the audience, who might be moved by a 

particularly vivid description of Hades, for example, to refuse to fight for freedom (56).  

To Plato, fiction was lying, or at least misrepresentation. Plato’s suspicion of poetry was 

in part a reaction against the sophists, who as self-proclaimed masters of rhetoric, 

boasted about their professional ability to convince an audience of any position without 

regard to truth (Leitch 7).  Plato insists that poets should take seriously their 

responsibility to the public. Echoing this concern perhaps four hundred years later, 

Horace issued his famous mandate that “poetry [should]… delight and instruct” (39); 

but unlike Plato, Horace is making literary recommendations rather than suggesting 

oversight by the political Guardians of the City.  

Two hundred years before Corelli, controversy surrounded another popular 

woman author, Aphra Behn. Behn questioned the classical assumption that literature 

should exert a beneficent moral influence. Her contemporaries in seventeenth-century 

England were eager to claim such a role for their plays, but by contrast, Behn sees 

herself as a voice of reality in a world where male writers follow ancient literary 
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paradigms.  In a down-to-earth manner, she says in her “Epistle to the Reader” from 

The Dutch Lover that her play is an entertainment, encouraging her readers, if they have 

something better to do, to go do it; she assumes that they are at their leisure or they 

would not be considering her play (391).  She matter-of-factly announces that her play 

is a comedy and suggests that having been forewarned, her audience should not expect 

anything else (391). In these statements, her voice sharply contrasts with a voice like 

Samuel Johnson’s some seventy years later, whose critical project aims to define, this is 

“what literature should be,” saying instead, “This is what my literature is; like it or 

leave it.” Among the expectations the audience should abandon in taking up her 

comedy, Behn elaborates, is any sort of moral instruction.  Her opinion is that plays are 

no more good for this than are the sermons that their “age hath been pester’d with” 

(393).  Contrary to classicists, she states that the best of tragic heroes are “unlikely 

patterns for a wise man to pursue” and that comic heroes are no better; they are “still 

unfitter for your imitation”(393). She has therefore rendered her plays for no other 

purpose than to be “as entertaining as [she] could” (Behn 393).  Behn‘s either-or 

dichotomy is echoed centuries later, according to Ingrid Shafer, by “the elitist critic 

[who] say[s], why waste time on works which are obviously written to do nothing but 

entertain, give pleasure, appeal to our lower nature” (6)?  

Shafer, however, goes on to complicate such a dichotomy, suggesting that 

popular literature has had a far greater effect upon “non-academic” people than is 

generally recognized and is in fact “among the most effective ways of …helping them 

come to terms with the complexities and terrors of contemporary life, and of possibly 

even opening up hidden resources within themselves” (6).  It is this role of helping the 
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reader make sense of his or her confusing world, while affirming familiar yet vague 

religious roots, to which Marie Corelli’s fiction is best suited. Behn’s confrontational 

style, disdaining critics (all men) and claiming for herself an authentic voice, is 

certainly echoed by Marie Corelli, who wrote an entire novel, The Sorrows of Satan, to 

point out the evils of the male-dominated publishing industry, though she would never 

claim that her writing was strictly for entertainment.  

Q.D. Leavis sees a change in the nineteenth-century reading habits of the 

“journeymen and peasants and tradesman,” who in the first half of the century “did not 

go to books for an escape from their lives but to qualify themselves to live to more 

purpose” (206). Those of her own day, she writes, thanks to the modern working world, 

are trapped in such mentally stifling occupations that they “must have recourse to 

substitute living” (207). If the borders are escapism vs. instruction, Marie Corelli’s first 

novel would appeal to both sides; her first title for the work was Lifted Up, a reference 

not only to the protagonist’s imaginative journey to the celestial realm but also to the 

book’s intended effect upon the reader. 

Samuel Johnson, writing in The Rambler “On Fiction” in 1750,  takes the 

opposite view to Behn’s in the previous century, since “the power of example is so 

great,…the best examples only should be exhibited,” especially with regard to youth, 

assuming that youth will imitate what they see portrayed in literature (464). Johnson 

approves what he calls the “comedy of romance” of his day, distinguishing the 

plausibility of its plots and characters from earlier heroic romances, which tended to 

rely upon magical elements. By contrast, contemporary fiction writers need to be 

knowledgeable about the world, studying the details of places and the people about 
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whom they write. Such writers must, however, keep uppermost in their minds their 

responsibility to their unsophisticated audience, who are impressionable and will be 

unable to discern nuance. There must be no moral confusion as to right and wrong, and 

because these stories are mimetic, readers must easily be able to discern how they 

should act in similar circumstances.  

Further, in their mimesis, authors should not reflect the vulgar side of life, only 

“those parts of nature, which are most proper for imitation,” because “life…is so often 

discoloured by passion, or deformed by wickedness” (Johnson 464). Writers will not 

earn Johnson’s praise for accurately portraying a character “who ought never to be 

drawn,” or for telling a story which, though realistic, increases “knowledge of the 

world” but has the effect of “mak[ing] men more cunning than good” (464). Sometimes 

writers are so skillful that they make their villains admirable, and even cause the reader 

to desire their success, losing “the abhorrence of their faults” (465). Writers must avoid 

such a “fatal error” by refusing to “confound the colours of right and wrong, and instead 

of helping to settle their boundaries, mix them with so much art, that no common mind 

is able to disunite them” (465).  

Such clearcut characterization can either be achieved subtly or with broad 

strokes, and Brian Masters accuses Corelli of the latter: “It is characteristic of 

[Corelli’s] simplicity of vision that her characters are either very very good or very very 

bad” (13). Corelli’s lack of nuance is part of why she was so popular. There are no 

Jekylls who are also Hydes. The protagonist and secondary heroines in A Romance of 

Two Worlds are beautiful and honest, even if one is a regrettably unsophisticated, 

though extremely wealthy and kind, American --“Sakes alive” (62); “Why, this is right-
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down awful” (75). No character is complex enough to cause the reader to understand 

why a moral failure might occur, so Corelli would adhere to Johnson’s principles in not 

leading any character astray. After all, she wrote a novel in which Barabbas is the 

protagonist, another in which Satan is pitiable, and her first novel is so theologically 

unorthodox as to be heretical.  

In her introduction to the 1887 second edition of her first novel, A Romance of 

Two Worlds, Corelli spells out in her Electric Creed, lest the original text may have left 

some uncertainty, that “Christ did not come to us as a Sacrifice, but as a means of close 

communication with God” (20). She considers “both horrible and sacrilegious” the 

doctrine “that God…could desire a bleeding victim as a sacrifice to appease His anger,” 

because, after all, God does not get angry. He is much too refined for such “an 

unworthy passion” (20). So then, one might ask, how did Christianity become so 

misguided until Corelli was able to correct course with her Electric Creed? The answer 

is to be found, she asserts, in “the old Jewish doctrine of original sin and necessary 

sacrifice,” which not only bores people, but further, is no doubt to what Jesus referred 

when he warned that his hearers of those who would come “teaching as doctrines the 

commandments of men” (21). Using one’s stories as a vehicle for moral instruction 

places Corelli in the classical tradition; here using them to inaugurate a new theology, 

however, goes beyond what the classical theorists had in mind. 

For the publication of her 1932 book Fiction and the Reading Public, Q.D. 

Leavis sought the response of sixty authors, classified as “highbrow,” “middlebrow read 

as ‘literature,’” “middlebrow not read as ‘literature,’ but not writing for the lowbrow 

market” and “absolute bestsellers” (45). All were invited to answer questions about 
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their own perceptions of fiction. Though Corelli died in 1924, the bestselling writers 

responding to Leavis’s survey could be viewed as her not-too-distant peers, and they 

were not slow to acknowledge their admiration for highbrow or middlebrow writers -- 

or to admit that their own work was by comparison inferior. Such an admission would 

have been inconceivable from Marie Corelli, who would go far beyond these authors in 

their claims that their work provided “clean entertainment” (Leavis 46). Masters 

concurs that “a good writer will be constantly aware of what he cannot do. Marie 

Corelli was not conscious of any such limitation” (13). Corelli’s own words in the 

introduction to the 1887 edition of A Romance of Two Worlds lend credence to such an 

opinion. Ever dismissive of her critics, “the Sir Oracles of the Press” (9), Corelli 

explains that her book “is not only read, but loved” (9) by those who have true faith: 

I do not address myself to those who have forsaken all spirituality—who 

have made their cold adieux to God, and who, of their own free will and 

choice, lie down in dust and ashes, with foolish faces turned earthwards 

and hidden from the light—to them I say pitifully, ‘Requiescat in pace!’ 

for they are as though they were not. It is to those who feel the quick 

stirrings of a larger, grander life within them—who realize with love and 

eagerness the wonders of the world to come, and who gaze appealingly 

across the darkness of present things, striving to see, no matter how 

distantly, the first faint glimmer of the brightness that glitters beyond the 

grave—to these I speak, inadequately and feebly I know, yet with all my 

soul desiring to cheer them, as they climb from steep to steep of high 

thought and noble endeavour, onward and upward. (11) 
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While Marie Corelli affirms the role of moral instructor, the genre of the 

Victorian romance did not lend itself to following Horace’s recommendation to “make 

it succinct, so the mind / can quickly seize on what’s being taught and hold it; / every 

superfluous word spills out of a full mind” (39). Consideration of Horace’s view of 

poetry leads to the one of many paradoxes in a response to Marie Corelli. She affirmed 

such a two-fold purpose, and saw herself as absolutely in a didactic tradition, yet the 

dismissal of her writing by her critics also found its roots in Horace.  

At least to some extent her critical dismissal was due to the genre she chose. She 

did not perceive her genre of romance as inherently un-literary and destined to critical 

censure.  Her tremendous success brought her to the critics’ attention, but her chosen 

genre was by definition outside their canon. Romance novels, however loosely A 

Romance of Two Worlds may belong in this genre, are characterized by “purple 

patches” (Horace 27). Corelli, for instance, writes eloquently about the “electric belt” 

around Saturn, which “is a bar to pestilence and disease, and scatters health with light” 

so that all the inhabitants of Saturn are happy, faithful spouses for eternity, never 

doubting their Creator (Romance 2.27). But purple may be in the eye of the beholder. 

As Masters comments, “there is nothing as banal as the sun and the moon in A 

Romance of Two Worlds; they are ‘those two fair luminaries which light and warm our 

earth’” (Masters 14). Corelli’s departures from classical critical recommendations are 

typical of the departure from these standards by all popular literature at the fin de siècle. 

Was it just because such writers could turn out financially successful work with, 

apparently, a fraction of the effort and talent required to meet the high standards set 

forth by the classical writers?19   
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Longinus, probably writing in the first century,20  decries the supposition that 

good writing springs naturally, without effort, from the mind of the author: “genius 

needs the curb as often as the spur” (165.1.2)  One of the excesses about which he 

warns is tumidity, which occurs “when they think themselves inspired, [but] their 

supposed ecstasy is merely childish folly” (169). Such a dismissal calls to mind a 

passage in A Romance of Two Worlds after the protagonist, a doubting and 

unsuccessful musician, is given the opportunity in a spirit-guided vision to play at being 

God, creating a mini-world and experiencing the need for incarnation. (This musician is 

distinguished from other performers of the day in her ability to improvise; she does not 

rely upon mere repetition of the genius of others, but creates on the spot more beautiful 

works of art than any contemporary.) After understanding the necessity of the 

Incarnation, which she previously had doubted, she is granted a whirlwind tour of the 

universe, which she tries to describe, although she declares that “My heart fails me now 

as I try to write of that tremendous, that sublime scene—the Centre of the universe—the 

Cause of all Creation” (Romance 2.53). Taking on such a task is over-reaching enough, 

but the protagonist does not shrink from the task because she feels a need to free the 

reader from the traditional images he may hold. The real center of the universe, she 

writes, involves “a wide Ring composed of seven colours, rainbow-like, but flashing 

with perpetual motion and brilliancy,” and also “encompass[es] a Sphere yet more 

marvelous and dazzling; a great Globe of opal-tinted light, revolving as it were upon its 

own axis, and ever surrounded by that scintillating, jewel-like wreath of electricity” 

(Romance 2.54, 55). 
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Yet to suggest that such “genius” needed a “curb” does not quite match 

Longinus’s implication. He writes to those who consciously seek sublimity by 

ornamenting their prose to achieve a more dramatic effect, as if the rough draft were 

ordinary, but the final draft is dressed up; unfortunately, to Longinus, the merely 

dressed-up effect is bombast rather than sublimity. Longinus warns against those who 

“aim at grandeur, in trying to avoid the charge of being feeble and arid” but miss 

(169.3). While Corelli’s critics would have affirmed the relevance of this critique to 

Corelli, she herself did not see it this way. After all, Longinus does not offer much 

clarification when he writes that one can spot great writing by the fact that it does not 

possess any of the qualities that “it is a mark of greatness to despise” (179.7) or when he 

warns that works may appear sublime, but a careful look beneath the surface will reveal 

them unworthy (179.7). These suggestions call to mind Bourdieu’s “field of restricted 

production” (“The Market” 1234), as Longinus particularizes the inspirational effect of 

the sublime not to a generalized moral uplifting but a specific self-affirmation: “the true 

sublime naturally elevates us: uplifted with a sense of proud exaltation, we are filled 

with joy and pride, as if we had ourselves produced the very thing we heard” (179.7). 

The sublime is restricted to those who themselves are producers of literature, because it 

awakens within them such a personal response. 

Such a resonance was not necessarily the aim of Corelli’s audiences—to 

“produc[e] the very thing [they] heard.” For Longinus, the ultimate judgment of 

sublimity will be made by “a man of sense, well-versed in literature” (179.7), but in 

what sense will such men represent the “all people at all times” (181.7) who must be 

pleased in order for a work to be sublime? Longinus offers insight into why critics of 
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Corelli’s day would have found fault with her, but not why her public would admire 

her. 

Masters theorizes that “it is the mark of a popular novelist that the words used 

are easily recognizable in standard contexts, so that they may evoke standard responses 

from readers who dislike or distrust surprise” (14). For this reason, Corelli’s reliance on 

clichés did not stand in the way of her popularity, though it may have helped to secure 

the critics’ scorn. (They also “preferred the classical qualities of restraint” (Masters 16) 

to her unbridled imagination.) In his 1878 treatise on The Elements of Rhetoric, James 

De Mille echoes Longinian warnings against bombast. The truly sublime “transports 

[the audience] out of themselves” (Longinus 163).  Some readers indeed claimed such 

an experience upon the reading of Corelli’s novels,21 but her critics did not. The 

question becomes not only “What is the standard to which writing should aspire” but 

also “Why are readers so divided about whether a popular work meets the standard or 

not?” 

Like Demetrius, but curiously without reference to him, De Mille juxtaposes 

characteristics of styles to be imitated with their opposites in “Qualities of Style 

Associated with Harmony.” To be avoided are “The Florid Style” and “The Pretentious 

Style,” and such a distinction in Corelli’s day is significant in that specific attributes of 

her style are labeled, though not by her British reviewers, by a contemporary rhetorical 

textbook. The pendulum had swung far since Demetrius’s prescriptions for a grand 

style, but Corelli still attempted it.  To De Mille, a florid style is characterized by “the 

excessive use of words, poetical words and idioms, an inverted order of words such as 

is allowed only in poetry, frequent exclamations, and the affectation of enthusiasm” 
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(287). He cites as examples “the use of long and sonorous words in preference to short 

and simple” (290). By contrast, Demetrius had prescribed that “poetic vocabulary in 

prose adds grandeur” (419). Corelli’s admirers appreciated her attempts; her detractors 

ridiculed them. Describing her celestial spirit journey, Corelli waxes poetic:  

I felt myself floating higher and higher till the last limits of the 

atmosphere surrounding the Earth were passed, and fields of pure and 

cloudless ether extended before us. Here we met myriads of creatures 

like ourselves, all hastening in various directions—all lovely and radiant 

as a dream of the fairies. Some of these beings were quite tiny and 

delicate—some of lofty stature and glorious appearance; their forms 

were human, yet so refined, improved, and perfected, that they were 

unlike, while so like humanity. (Romance 2.2) 

Such a “purple” passage may be defended; after all, she is describing a heavenly 

flight. One might ask, what kind of prose does Corelli use when describing ordinary 

events? Yet no answer is to be found, for her novels are not made of the stuff of daily 

life. They are epic, grandiose: she takes on the crucifixion of Christ, the evils of the 

world, the melancholic depths of the spiritually unsure. These are the topics that 

interested her, were worthy in her view of writing about in books, and no simple down-

to-earth style would have seemed appropriate to them. 

The pretentious style results, according to De Mille, from writers attempting to 

sound more intelligent or educated than they are. But to pass such a judgment upon an 

author would require that the critic assume that he is among those more educated and 

intelligent ranks to which the author aspires. Further, such a critic assumes that the 
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pretentious author is either aware of his own duplicity, making him an impostor, or is 

unaware of his bombast, making him stupid.  Corelli invariably received the latter 

designation; no one seemed to think she was intentionally trying to masquerade as, for 

example, a scientist. She really thought she had scientific insights of which the 

scientific community itself was unaware. She was not pretending.22 This made her 

laughable to those with a greater degree of education.  

If a book is centered around a scientific supposition no longer in vogue, then 

reading it in a different intellectual climate will seem more like a visit to a museum to 

see how people used to live than an authentic encounter with characters and situations 

that speak across the years. Renaissance Verona may be far from the American high 

school of the twenty-first century, but Romeo and Juliet still walk its halls, passionately 

in love without their parents’ knowledge or permission. Five hundred years later, people 

still make Faustian bargains and over two thousand years later, people still seem unable 

to escape their tragic destinies, if not to the same degree as Oedipus. Yet while some 

may still believe in a metaphysical energy which surrounds our universe and can be 

tapped into by those of spiritual awareness, nobody calls it Personal Human Electricity, 

and no one claims this Electricity to be the foundational force behind Christian doctrine. 

These are the tethers that tie Corelli’s work to the nineteenth century, more than her 

writing style or any perceived literary or stylistic errors.  

Fascinated by the increasing usage of electricity, notably streetlights in Paris and 

London, Corelli “confused [scientific discoveries and advances] at the most naïve level, 

with spiritual advancement” (Anderson 155). Thus she writes in her first novel, A 

Romance of Two Worlds, that the enlightened Chaldean scholar Heliobas, who is a 
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direct descendant of one of the magi attending Jesus, has discovered the secrets of 

“human electricity” (Romance 1.206). It is this force which effected the Babylonian 

handwriting on the wall in Daniel’s day and also the mental telepathy nineteenth- 

century Heliobas exerts upon his dog Leo. Expounding upon this theory, Heliobas 

declares that he has “proved it to be mathematically correct. Every human being is 

provided internally and externally with a certain amount of electricity” (Romance 

1.212). This electricity desires to be developed, and if it is not, it will, upon the death of 

the host, seek a new home. But “if, on the contrary, its growth is fostered by a 

persevering, resolute WILL, it becomes a spiritual creature, glorious and supremely 

powerful, for which a new, brilliant, and endless existence commences when its clay 

chrysalis perishes” (Romance 1.213). One’s external electricity forms a kind of circle 

around the body, and care should be taken to not marry someone whose circle does not 

well merge with one’s own. Had Corelli labeled this “force” energy as opposed to 

electricity, her novel would seem less dated; in fact, her ideas suggest a New Age 

metaphysics.  

Electricity is further credited in the heroine’s dream-visit to Saturn: “the 

influence of the electric belt around their world is a bar to pestilence and disease, and 

scatters health with light” (Romance 2.27). Saturn is inhabited, in this novel, by happy 

creatures who need no government, need no marriage because they are always faithful 

to their life partner, and never doubt God (Romance 2.27, 28). Visits to Venus and 

Jupiter and “many other fair and splendid worlds” reveal happier lives than those on 

earth, where religious doubt persists (Romance 2.30). 
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Did Corelli’s readers balk at the mixture of fantasy with romance, of happy 

inhabited planets in our solar system? If they did, it did not prevent their loving the 

novel anyway.  As Anderson writes, “What Marie Corelli was offering the public in A 

Romance of Two Worlds and later novels was the best of both worlds—science plus 

religion” (Anderson 156). Misguided though her combination seems today, to the fin de 

siècle reader she had effected a reconciliation that enabled them to accept the new 

without abandoning their roots. Science fiction is its own legitimate genre, but Corelli 

would not so classify her novel, instead insisting that A Romance of Two Worlds was 

inspirational and spiritually relevant.  

Other authors whose ideological time has passed have also passed into obscurity 

-- some of whom were granted a greater critical status than Corelli’s. For example, 

Clarence Wolfshohl comments in his analysis of why Longfellow was “Blown out of 

the Canon” that “what made him fit in the last half of the nineteenth century led to his 

decline in the twentieth” (116). Wolfshohl claims that it was not lack of “literariness” 

that led to Longfellow’s diminishing reputation, though he employed more “traditional 

verse” than the free verse of Whitman, who was rising in popularity during the same 

period (117). Rather, the social circumstances of the twentieth century, with its 

devastating wars, caused America to reevaluate the “Victorian optimism about human 

progress” found in such poems as “Building the Ship,” which exhorts, “Sail on,  O Ship 

of State!/ Sail on, O UNION, strong and great!” (116).  Yet, if Longfellow fell from 

literary favor because his themes seemed outdated to his skeptical critics, his 

contemporary admirers acknowledged a literary greatness in his works. Two of his 

contemporary critics gave credence to Wolfshohl’s claim that Longfellow’s “popularity, 
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his public image, had grown more than his critical reputation,” thereby suggesting that 

Longfellow was in fact not “blasted out of the canon” but never actually was a part of 

it.23 Still, his popularity forbids the judgment of inconsequential. Though Corelli never 

enjoyed any of the literary favor from which Longfellow fell, her dated themes may 

offer a partial explanation for her anonymity today, though like his, her popularity also 

forbids us to dismiss her work as inconsequential.  
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IV. CORELLI’S RESPONSE TO HER CRITICS: THE SORROWS OF SATAN 

Peter Keating asserts that Corelli’s work always evoked “on the one hand, 

popular adulation; on the other, critical contempt” (vii). With her publication of more 

novels, this divide grew greater: “as critical hostility intensified, so did the loyalty of 

her readers” (Keating vii). This popularity was not confined to the uneducated; Queen 

Victoria had a standing order for any publication by Corelli (Porter 299).24 By the time 

The Sorrows of Satan was published, a growing body of critical response was being 

published to Corelli’s work. This chapter will first consider the novel itself, noting 

where Corelli reveals her own opinions of the publishing industry and literary 

popularity, before examining a variety of contemporary responses to The Sorrows of 

Satan, a novel that can only be seen as Corelli’s commentary on her own career.  

Corelli foreshadows the plot of The Sorrows of Satan, considered by many to be 

the first best-seller,25 on page one:  “Members of the press will…obtain it…in the usual 

way with the rest of the public, i.e., through the Booksellers and Libraries.” Her book is 

a direct attack on critics. The protagonist, author Geoffrey Tempest, finds himself 

poverty-stricken at the beginning of the novel because of the corruption of the literary 

power figures of the day. His work is spurned by editors who are threatened by his 

prowess, and he loses the menial job he finds because he dares to find merit in a writer 

who is an enemy of his employer, causing him to comment that “a man gifted with 

original thoughts and the power of expressing them, appears to be regarded by everyone 

in authority as much worse than the worst criminal” and “less cared for than the 
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condemned murderer in gaol” who is at least “fed and clothed—a worthy clergyman 

visits him, and his gaoler will occasionally condescend to play cards with him” 

(Sorrows 5).  

Tempest’s originality as an author is confirmed by the Satan figure Lucio, who 

says that “[his] head, I believe from what I have heard, has been and is full of ideas—

excellent ideas, original ideas, which the world of conventional criticism does not want” 

(27). In this way, we encounter again a theme from A Romance of Two Worlds: much 

of art that is appreciated by critics is not really art at all, but simply uninspired 

reproduction, like the well-known musicians of Corelli’s day whom she disdains 

because they are “coldly correct” and “icily-null” (Romance 2.164). The same 

expression is spoken by another character in A Romance of Two Worlds, the artist 

Cellini, who calls such performers “half-hearted” because “they object to any 

innovation, and prefer to grind on in the unemotional coldly correct manner which they 

are pleased to term ‘the classical’” (Romance 1.113). Cellini goes on to stigmatize these 

artists: “such persons exist, and will exist, so long as good and evil are leading forces of 

life. They are the aphides on the rose of art” (Romance 1.114). To Corelli, inspiration 

was everything, yet it was usually unappreciated by professional critics, who insisted 

upon their own standards and refused to recognize true genius. Genius to Corelli was a 

law unto itself that could not be bound by standards of supposed authority. 

This negative view of critics is revisited later in The Sorrows of Satan, when 

Lucio, the Satan figure, arranges for Tempest’s novel to receive critical approval by 

donating five hundred pounds to an influential critic’s charity, with an abundance of 

implications that the “charity” is simply another name for the critic’s own pocket (136). 
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Tempest is horrified to discover that such bribery is the customary way to insure a 

positive critical reception and disheartened when a few months later, the ineffectiveness 

of positive reviews becomes obvious in his work’s lack of popularity. By contrast, the 

pure-hearted author Mavis Clare needs no reviews to make her a best-seller; this is 

fortunate since the critics are jealous of her success and therefore withhold their 

approval out of spite (139).26  

Lucio goes on to decry the influence of wealth upon an author, implying that 

wealth and talent cannot coexist (27), a concept to which the successful Corelli 

seemingly could not have personally subscribed. Yet the wealth of Tempest under the 

influence of Lucio certainly distances him from his earlier altruistic aspirations. He tells 

Lucio, speaking of his book, that “I wrote it with the intention of elevating and 

purifying the thoughts of my readers, and wished if I could to comfort those who had 

suffered loss or sorrow” (29). Such a classical concept of literature with a moral agenda 

is out of date, Lucio assures him.  “If it is to succeed by itself, it must not attempt to be 

literature—it must simply be indecent” (29). True literature, in contrast, deals with “the 

noblest forms of life” (29) and possesses some inspirational purpose.   

Tempest acknowledges that when he wrote his manuscript, he was certainly in a 

higher moral state than he now is. Even though his artist days in the garret were 

characterized by grinding poverty, he was dedicated to his task, and in retrospect he 

feels that he “must have been on some higher altitude of thought when [he] wrote the 

book—a height from which [he has] since fallen” (62). Lucio smilingly accuses 

Tempest: “From what you say it appears to me you have been guilty of literary 

sublimity. Oh bad, very bad! Nothing can be worse. To write sublimely is a grievous 
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sin, and one which critics never forgive” (62). If Satan decries sublime writing and 

affirms that the current critics also detest it, one can assume that Corelli felt she was on 

the other side of this argument.  

Tempest becomes interested in the beautiful Sybil, daughter of an aristocrat 

down on his luck. To say that he falls in love with her would be going too far for Marie 

Corelli; he is infatuated with her beauty. Sybil blames her own moral ennui on having 

read the fiction of the day: “books that go into the details of the lives of outcasts” and 

“advocate almost as a sacred duty ‘free love’ and universal polygamy” (162). Sybil 

finds the uplifting inspiration of Mavis Clare, a pure and wildly popular novelist who 

happens to have the same initials as Marie Corelli, the only thing that “restores to me, if 

only for an hour, a kind of glimmering belief in God, so that my mind feels refreshed 

and cleansed” (162). Apart from this influence, Sibyl is “a contaminated creature, 

trained to perfection in the lax morals and prurient literature of [her] day” (162).  

Such literature is prominently featured in one of the entertainment scenes that 

Lucio presents at an engagement extravaganza that he provides for Tempest and Sybil. 

The curtains open to reveal a tableau vivant entitled “Seeds of Corruption.” A beautiful 

adolescent girl is lounging “with a novel in her hand, of which the title was plainly seen 

by all—a novel well known to everyone present, and the work of a much-praised living 

author (222). Equally visible to the audience are the titles of the other novels “of the 

same ‘sexual’ type” (222) strewn around the scene. Sybil affirms to Geoffrey that this 

scene “is painfully true” (223) and later attributes her own corruption to such reading.  

Affirmation of the connection between what many viewed as degenerate 

behavior and the written word also comes from fin de siècle author John Addington 
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Symonds, who “tied art firmly to eros, though he was often troubled by the connection” 

(Arata 80). In Stephen Arata’s view, Symonds both “defiantly embraces this 

[homosexual] identity” while “habitually represent[ing] his ‘condition’ as abnormal” 

(81), and affirms “that certain kinds of writing could bring one’s inborn ‘disposition’ to 

homosexuality into active self-consciousness” (82). While Corelli’s fiction-aroused 

lusts are heterosexual, the concept of literature as powerful enough to elicit sexual 

response was not hers alone. 

Sybil makes plans to abandon her literary choices even though she has voiced a 

realization of their corrupting influence upon her. After Sybil and Tempest marry, 

Tempest returns desolately to their garden of their honeymoon villa, having spent some 

hours musing on the depravity of his wife. He has come to the conclusion that “no man, 

even if he has in his day, indulged in ‘rapid’ living, should choose a ‘rapid’ woman for 

his wife—he had far better put a loaded pistol to his head and make an end of it!” (244) 

In this melancholia, he finds his wife with a book, “one of the loathliest of the prurient 

novels that have been lately written by women to degrade and shame their sex” (245). 

Enraged, he throws the book into the lake, and a discussion ensues.  

Sybil refers to the press’s approval of such a book, which informs young girls 

“all about marriage before they enter upon it” (245), removing the veil of sexual 

ignorance from the bride’s eyes. Geoffrey reproaches such a book not only on moral but 

on literary grounds: “Even as a question of literature I wonder at your condescending to 

read any of it,” because its author “is destitute of grammar as well as decency” (246). 

Sybil rejoins that ‘the critics don’t notice that” (246), because “it is apparently not their 

business to assist in preserving the purity of the English language. What they fall into 
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raptures over is the originality of the ‘sexual’ theme, though I should have thought all 

such matters were as old as the hills” (246). Echoing Corelli’s anger toward those who 

disparaged her writing, Geoffrey Tempest, when advised by his would-be editor that 

“high-class fiction doesn’t sell. The critics don’t like it” (7), counters that if “literary 

English—Addisonian English—is a mistake,” then he “is also a mistake” and will “lay 

down the pen and try another trade” (7). He “consider[s] Literature as the highest of all 

professions and …would rather not join in with those who voluntarily degrade it” (7). 

But that is at the beginning of the novel, before he begins to listen to Satan. 

Speaking with the voice of experience, Sybil declares that “these unpleasant 

morsels of information on unsavoury subjects are like the reputed suggestions of the 

devil -- if you listen to one, you are bound to hear more” (246). And she has heard and 

received this devil-voice: “Besides, literature is supposed to reflect the time we live in -- 

and that kind of literature being more prevalent than anything else, we are compelled to 

accept and study it as the mirror of the age” (246). Sybil declares, however, that “when 

I want to feel like an angel, I read Mavis Clare” (247). Introduced to a novel by Clare, 

the sinful Sybil finds that these books bestow a strange sort of peace. Their effect upon 

Sybil is to make her wish that such a life as is described there might be true, despite her 

initial reaction that “the idea of a modern author writing anything to make one feel 

happy, seemed to me quite ludicrous, the aim of most of them being to awaken a disgust 

of life, and a hatred of one’s fellow-creatures” (330). 

Editors are also targeted for Corelli’s vengeance. When Tempest has the means 

to publish his own work, Lucio suggests that he go beyond this and take his revenge on 

those in the literary world who previously have scorned him:  
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Just think of the ferocious satisfaction it would give you to receive the 

manuscripts of your literary enemies, and reject them! To throw their 

letters into the waste-paper basket, and sent back their poems, stories, 

political articles and what not with “Returned with thanks” or “Not up to 

our mark” typewritten on the backs thereof! To dig knives into your 

rivals through the medium of anonymous criticism! The howling joy of a 

savage with twenty scalps at his belt would be tame in comparison to it! I 

was an editor once myself, and I know!  (49) 

Granted, this anger comes from the Satan character -- notably, he is one who 

lists editor on his resumé. If Geoffrey takes satanic advice, he will use his power as only 

an editor can to wreak vengeance on his enemies both by discarding their submissions 

and by sending them back to the authors with intentionally impersonal but final 

rejection notes attached. Such power would delight him more than any primitive 

sensuality, suggests Lucio.  

Corelli also takes jabs at the business aspect of publishing editions. Issuing only 

250 of the first edition, which will be given away, immediately necessitates a second 

edition, again of only 250. Before the general public has access to the book, it is in its 

third printing, and “thus we hoodwink the public, who of course are not in our secrets” 

(80). A book in its third edition must be popular, the public assumes. In this same 

conversation with his editor, Mr. Morgeson acknowledges that there are writers who 

“get kicked and buffeted and mocked and derided…yet by the queerest caprice of 

destiny, they succeed in winning a world-wide fame and power (81). Tempest 

immediately announces, to Morgeson’s agreement, that in this way they are “like 
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Christ” (81). Lest the reader assume that Corelli here suggests any personal messianic 

connection, however, Morgeson immediately clarifies that “I was not thinking of the 

Great Example just then, Mr. Tempest—I was thinking of a woman…who despite 

continued abuse and opposition is rapidly becoming celebrated. You are sure to hear of 

her in literary and social circles…but she is not rich, you know—only famous” (81). 

The professional critics, not the general public, are the audience for whom Tempest 

now has considerably higher regard than does his Satanic advisor.  

After a few weeks under the influence of Lucio (Satan), however, Tempest 

thinks otherwise. Lucio tells him that critics will give him notoriety, but “fame is the 

voice of the whole civilized public of the world” (65). The nouveau riche Tempest, 

however, now disdains such applause: “’The public!’ I echoed contemptuously—‘The 

public only care for trash’” (65). Wealth and demonic influence have seemingly turned 

Tempest into an intellectual snob. Even when Lucio reminds him that “the public is the 

author’s best friend and truest critic” (65), he is unbelieving. Mavis Clare claims to have 

“the power to win love” through her books: “many people love [her] books, and through 

[her] books love [her] …They have hearts which respond to [her] heart—that is all the 

power” that she needs or desires (277). Though Corelli insisted that it was utter 

foolishness for anyone to think that she was portraying herself as Mavis Clare, her 

introduction to the 1877 edition of A Romance of Two Worlds certainly parallel 

Clare’s, as she thanks her readers for their letters expressing “sympathy which is a far 

greater reward to the heart of an author than either wealth or fame” (10). 

At the height of his arrogance, Tempest writes a blistering review of Clare’s 

work, but even at the time acknowledges his bitter jealousy. A wiser man, he later 
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acknowledges that “the great masses of the public in all nations are always led by some 

instinctive sense of right, that moves them to reject the false and unworthy, and select 

the true” (139); he admits that his earlier animosity was not only due to Clare’s genius 

but also her gender (140). Lucio reminds Tempest that “you may lead a horse to the 

water, but you cannot make him drink” (141), claiming that despite the critics’ attempt 

to discredit Clare and her writing, the public increasingly admires her. Editor Morgeson 

admires Clare’s work but cannot account otherwise for public taste, blaming a 

disconnect between public taste and critical reception on “Compulsory Education,” 

which has caused the public to “mistrust criticism, preferring to form their own 

independent opinions (171). So the popularity of fiction which has the effect of moral 

uplifting, according to Morgeson, can be attributed to a literate populace. Tempest 

compares his own unsuccessful novel to the likes of Marius the Epicurean, Walter 

Pater’s critically well-received but unpopular fin de siècle novel, characterized by  

“cliquey reputation and public failure” (198). 

Corelli’s plot here mimics her life. She took her critics head-on, refusing to even 

give complimentary copies to the critics of her day. If they wanted to read Sorrows of 

Satan, they could buy a copy like everyone else; she did not need their seal of approval 

in order to sell books. The public, whose literary discernment she obviously valued 

more than that of professionals, gave her the only affirmation that she needed. Her 

financial success with one of the first modern bestsellers coincided with the new system 

of book distribution in England. In the past, multi-volume novels were purchased by the 

circulating libraries, followed later by one-volume condensations intended for public 

purchase. Sibyl, in The Sorrows of Satan, alludes to the library vs. purchase dichotomy; 
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the only books she will buy are those of Mavis Clare, but she expects her librarian will 

lend her a copy of the love-struck Tempest’s first novel.   

If people wanted to read The Sorrows of Satan, they could now purchase it on 

publication: 6s in one volume—and purchase it they did. Corelli’s direct sales to her 

public, despite the “well-known hostility of the press towards her[,] turned the sales 

figures of The Sorrows of Satan into a moral campaign” (Keating ix). Many Britons 

found moral campaigns somehow reassuring in the clear delineations of good and evil, 

so often blurred in what Keating calls “a world of frightening change” (xix). In this 

sense, Corelli’s vilification by the literary establishment served to solidify her image as 

prophet, rejected by many but speaking eternal truth.  

Nonetheless, a closer look at her ‘truth’ reveals a number of non-orthodox 

assertions despite her repeated announcements of a commitment to historic Christianity 

throughout A Romance of Two Worlds and The Sorrows of Satan. It would appear that 

Corelli is less orthodox than she thinks she is. She claims in the introduction to A 

Romance of Two Worlds  that her message is “Only Christ,” even though people seem 

to want her to claim the influence of  spiritualism, occultism, or some “new or old form 

of Buddhism” (12). But she says that she merely tells “the old, old story of Divine Love 

and sacrifice” (12). Yet she tells it with a new twist, if the story is even the same. To 

Corelli, religion is not in fact opposed to modern science at all, as she asserts through 

her Electricity theology, described in Chapter III.  Science only offers a more complete 

way of understanding religion; we reexamine old texts in light of what we know to be 

true and find that electricity can explain the miracles of Jesus quite nicely. In fact, 

however, her theology does go far afield of orthodoxy.  
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 Corelli’s premise in The Sorrows of Satan could hardly be placed within the 

realm of orthodox demonology.  Satan was banished from heaven, by the Prince 

Lucio’s account, not because, in Isaiah’s words,  

[He] said in [his] heart,  

“I will ascend to heaven; 

I will raise my throne above the stars of God, 

And I will sit on the mount of assembly in the recesses of the north. 

I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; 

I will make myself like the Most High.” (Isaiah 14:13, 14) 

Rather, he was exiled for his jealousy over having to share God’s wisdom and love with 

the newly created man, so devoted was he to the Father.  Having sworn before God that 

he will therefore destroy man, he is now doomed to tempt as many as possible to their 

destruction, but each soul who resists him will bring him closer to restored fellowship 

with God. God decrees that “when the world rejects thee, I will pardon and again 

receive thee—but not till then” (53). Satan, therefore, tries to “tempt” Geoffrey Tempest 

to sever all Satanic ties, forsake the false rewards of wealth and privilege and 

“give…the noble…part of [his] nature full way” (235). This is a strange temptation, but 

still ultimately self-serving; should Tempest follow this moral exhortation, Satan/Lucio 

will move a step closer to restoration. “Christ redeemed Man—and by his teaching, 

showed how it was possible for Man to redeem the Devil,” as Lucio declares (353). 

The paradox of Corelli’s casting herself as a defender of the faith while 

simultaneously denying orthodox doctrine has not escaped notice. Rachel Anderson 

devotes a chapter in her analysis of the history of romance novels, The Purple Heart 
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Throbs, to “Marie Corelli: Some Unknown Form of Energy.” Anderson sees a 

misguided messianic spirit in Corelli: “although a heretic, she was quite sincere in her 

attempts to solve all the problems of the universe…in her efforts to bring about a 

conversion of the whole world to her ‘better’ way of thinking” (151). How surprising, 

then, that the masses of popular readers, themselves presumably conventional and 

devout, did not object to her new doctrines. It appears that a kind of general religious 

sentiment of the day furthered Corelli’s popularity, without taking close examination as 

to what religious tenets were being proclaimed. Something is better than nothing, 

perhaps, and it is against the increasing modern spiritual nothingness, as perceived by 

Corelli, that her novels rail.  

What sets Corelli apart has been described almost as a literary arrogance. Corelli 

goes beyond moral didacticism to evidence a belief “that [she has] it in [her] literary 

(and God-given) power to succeed” (Anderson 152). In this way, Corelli appears out of 

touch with reality, not realizing the limits of her talent. “Marie Corelli believed 

everything she wrote,” declares Anderson, and her self-proclaimed prophetic voice, that 

“Truth is only now being revealed (through Miss Corelli) to the world” (Anderson 153) 

may have contributed to today’s critical view that The Sorrows of Satan is too dated to 

be of interest. 

As earlier noted, however, Corelli’s tendency to promote heresy under the guise 

of sincerity did not begin with The Sorrows of Satan. In A Romance of Two Worlds, 

the proponents of the new doctrine of electricity, Heliobas and his sister Zara, are 

devout Roman Catholics. They worship in a chapel in their home and mandate the 

heroine to do so as well in preparation for her spiritual journey to heaven via electricity. 
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“The teachings of Christ are true!” assures Heliobas (Romance 1.251). This declaration 

directly precedes his encouragement of the heroine to find her spirit-guide, or Twin-

Flame, who will empower her hands and create heavenly music through her, reflecting 

an occult rather than biblical theory of inspiration (1.259). What Corelli paints as the 

ultimate religious offense is hypocrisy, by which she means a kind of clerical 

professionalism unaccompanied by true belief. But belief in what? Belief in the 

supernatural is intense and all-important to Corelli, but she redefines traditional 

concepts. 

Despite Corelli’s vigorous denials that she is Mavis Clare, Clare as the heroine-

author of The Sorrows of Satan is clearly held up as the ideal literary figure. She is 

beloved by higher and lower classes and hated by the critics. Sybil calls her “quite an 

exception to the usual run of authors” and “charming in herself as well as in her books” 

(Sorrows 116). Sybil’s father, Lord Elton, a poverty-stricken aristocrat, abjures the 

critics, saying that no one reads them except other critics and calling it “damned 

impertinence…on the part of a newspaper hack to presume to teach me what I ought to 

read, or what I ought to appreciate” (116). These critics Clare takes with benevolent 

humor; she names pigeons after them and feeds them daily, just as her books feed their 

human counterparts. She claims to “never pay the least attention to them” (259) because 

she says they are poorly paid; she cites two instances of her own Christ-like forgiveness 

and beneficence on their behalf, writing an anonymous positive review for the work of a 

struggling critic, thus securing his career, and paying the dressmaker’s bill for the wife 

of another, again anonymously.  
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Of course they criticize her; they are jealous of her success, she says, and even 

as they attempt to besmirch her literary reputation, she does good deeds for them. She 

extends her merciful hand  because “few of them make even a pound a day, and of 

course they regard as their natural enemies the authors who make thirty to fifty pounds 

a week” (260). When she receives bad reviews, she laughs mercifully and gives them to 

the dog to “tear to indistinguishable shreds (260). After all, she tells Lucio, “it is only 

spleen and disappointment that moves both their tongues and pens, and [I] freely pardon 

them” (277). Interestingly, the writing of The Sorrows of Satan itself belies any such 

mild-mannered reaction from Marie Corelli herself. 

 Clare makes a point of announcing that she sleeps at night and works in the 

morning, unlike authors who “only produce blurred pictures and indistinct 

characterization,” perhaps through the influence of “gin or opium, as well as through 

the midnight influences” (260). It is not surprising that Tempest finds  that “to take up 

my pen and write” is never thought of in his new state of “drowsy satisfaction of a well-

fed, well-mated animal” (264). Clare’s cottage has been visited by royalty and 

celebrities of the world, who have left their autographed pictures; they admire her, 

though the literary press does not. Corelli sets Mavis Clare as the opposite of “the 

female scarecrows who so frequently pose as ‘novelists’ without being able to write 

correct English, and who talk in public of their ‘copy’ with the glibness gained from 

Grub Street and the journalists’ cheap restaurant” (252). 

Corelli also sets herself against the Aesthetes: “effeminate, puling, unmanly 

humbugs” (125), to quote Lord Elton. The devil agrees: “You are speaking of the newly 

‘discovered’ ones of course,” he comments (125). True poets do exist at the time, Lucio 
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acknowledges, but they are not popular (126). By the end of her novel, Corelli does not 

hesitate to name names. It is to the poetry of Swinburne that Sybil, in her last testament, 

declares that she turned, hoping to find the “usual sublime emotions” that poetry 

bestows (325). Instead, the words of this “satyr-songster,” which are quoted at some 

length in the novel, render her “shuddering and sick at heart” (325). She wonders “why, 

in a so-called Christian country, is such a hideous blasphemy as ‘Before a Crucifix’ 

allowed to circulate” without criticism (325). Because of the critics’ silence, Sybil 

declares that she finally “concluded that Swinburne must, after all, be right in his 

opinions” and “whatever soul I had in me was killed (327).27  

At the moment of crisis, when Tempest discovers his wife declaring her desire 

for Lucio, the line is drawn most clearly between the new literature and the old. Says 

Sybil,  

You have only to read the “new” fiction…and indeed all “new” literature 

generally, to be assured that your ideas of domestic virtue are quite out of 

date…Polygamous purity is the “new” creed! Such love, in fact, so we 

are taught, constitutes the only “sacred” union. If you want to alter this 

“movement”, and return to the old-fashioned types of the modest maiden 

and the immaculate matron, you must sentence all the “new” writers of 

profitable pruriency to penal servitude for life, and institute a 

government censorship of the modern press. (297)  

In fact, Sibyl has married Geoffrey in order to render herself more desirable to 

Lucio: “the writers of books advise it” and after all, “the scientists say there is no God,” 

so she cannot be blamed for believing that there will be no eternal consequence for her 
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actions (332). Corelli’s critique of such dangerous romances appears gendered: women 

are seen as the most likely victims.  

While women are cast as new fiction’s victims, a woman writer also brings their 

redemption. After his financial ruin, as a result of his renunciation of the devil, Tempest 

returns to his literary life. In the furor over his financial demise, a critic digs out his old 

book and vilifies it, with the result that the public reads it, loves it, and once again he is 

financially solvent. With this money he is able to take a room and begin a new book, 

and even receives a congratulatory note and invitation from Mavis Clare, who herself 

has a new book out which has been “borne along to fame by a great wave of honest 

public praise and enthusiasm” (388). Far from jealous, Tempest now rejoices and 

“reverence[s] her genius” (388). Mavis Clare is, he now sees, the ultimate example of 

“pure womanliness” (388).  

Earlier in the nineteenth century, working-class had critics leveled a similarly 

gendered accusation at the genre of novel as a whole: “the intellect of all novel readers 

will be found stunted, dwarfish, debilitated, and indolent” (qtd in Murphy 76). Paul 

Thomas Murphy writes that working-class critics argued “that novelists prize ‘feminine’ 

qualities of beauty and imagination and care little for the ‘masculine’ qualities—reason, 

factual knowledge, and understanding—that are to be found in more sober literature” 

(76). Yet by mid-century, working-class periodicals did include fiction, because its 

didactic power was then recognized: “Let the same moral be conveyed in a tale, and 

preached in a sermon, the former will make ten proselytes, when the latter will secure 

but one (Jones 19). Corelli would certainly have agreed. 
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Corelli’s first publisher, George Bentley, warned her in early correspondence 

that the critics’ response to her work might not be kind. It is impossible to know the 

sincerity of his compliments to her on the creativity and style of her writing, but he 

warned her to expect negative reviews (Masters 55). Her correspondence during this 

time reflects the invention of her new self: Minnie Mackay was creating Marie Corelli, 

claiming Italian aristocratic heritage dating to the famed musician. Her romances could 

not, indeed, have been written by Minnie Mackay, the lonely and financially burdened 

illegitimate daughter of a marginally successful poet. Corelli’s The Sorrows of Satan 

received gently mocking critiques as early as 1896. H.T. Peck wrote in an essay for The 

Bookman that “whenever we finish the perusal of one of Marie Corelli’s novels, we feel 

an intense desire to stamp fiercely on the floor and cry “Ha!’ and muster in our beard, 

and address the first person who happens along as a ‘vampire’” (65), yet he calls her 

book “delightfully diabolic” (65). He even acknowledges that “altogether, it is a great 

book and one to be recommended to all who like this sort of thing” (66). Benign though 

his comments may be, he commits what would no doubt be, to Corelli, the 

unpardonable sin:  he does not take her seriously. One of the characteristics Peck 

applauds is “an unusual collection of adjectives, besides one or two new adverbs that 

we do not recollect to have seen anywhere before” (66). 

Some years later, Arthur St. John Adcock gave Corelli’s novel a sincerely 

positive review in the same journal, saying that “the conception of Satan…is as 

magnificent as it is strikingly original; I know of nothing to compare with it, for its 

forcefulness and shadowed majesty, in modern fiction” (66). He recounts that John 

Bygott, the author of The King’s English, and How to Write It, presented the book to 
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Marie Corelli, complimenting her: “I have long regarded you as being without an equal 

as a ‘stylist’” (St. John Adcock 66). 

Perhaps the longest review of The Sorrows of Satan came from the pen of W.T. 

Stead, writing in his Review of Reviews. Stead engages the text for fifteen pages, and 

while he has compliments for Corelli’s narrative ability, his ultimate opinion is that 

“The Sorrows of Satan will be sunk by the sorrows of Marie Corelli, which, however 

interesting they may be to our little contemporary world, cannot be expected to be 

entertaining or edifying to posterity” (453). The ability of this critic to rise above his 

own age and detect the long-range effect of using a novel as a platform from which  to 

proclaim one’s personal injuries at the hands of others makes his voice prophetic. Yet 

his tone is sarcastic, calling her work “a great book by a little woman” in reference not 

primarily to her stature but to her meanness of character in taking so personally the 

critical response to her earlier work that she would write an entire novel that can only be 

seen as her revenge: the book, Stead says, “reeks with the smoke from the furnace of 

her discontent” (453). She shows arrogance, Stead suggests, in the fact that she is so 

enormously successful yet still cannot take the smallest amount of criticism. One might 

expect such venom from an author who is penniless because of critical disapproval, but 

Corelli? Her rants are, to Stead, “petty and unworthy” and bespeak a “shrewish 

spitefulness” (454).  

Besides, he points out, there are “passages as coarse from The Sorrows of Satan 

as from any of the books against which Marie Corelli raves” (454). One such scene 

might be Sybil’s climactic offering of herself to Satan as she pursues him in the middle 

of the night, clad only in her swirling night dress, “hair cascading, lips trembling with 
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passion, her bosom heaving” (295) falling before him in worship if he will only take her 

as his lover.  

Stead’s final assessment? He calls her idea “novel and even sublime,” 

continuing: 

It is worked out with an audacity that does not shrink from blasphemy. 

The execution is vigorous—after the vigour of a tambour major. Its 

conspicuous quality is lack of restraint of any kind. To use a vulgar 

phrase, Marie Corelli lets herself go with a vengeance all over the shop. 

It is as if the book were printed in capitals, and illuminated from cover to 

cover with the most glaring colours of the pyrotechnic artist. She paints 

indeed but it is with a brush as huge as a bill-sticker’s. But let no one 

despise it. It is the supreme example of a popular style; the zenith 

attained by the Penny Dreadfulesque in the last decade of the nineteenth 

century. (464) 

Commenting earlier on her theological unorthodoxy, Stead noted that Corelli 

had in this novel tried to do for Satan what she had done for Barabbas and Judas in her 

earlier novel: show that history had judged them wrongly and they were in fact pitiable, 

the victims of others less well known. Similarly, she has taken on Satan here, creating 

him as the only character except for Mavis Clare who sees life as it really is, and also 

giving him the role of spiritual exhorter, paradoxically through cynicism, to Geoffrey 

Tempest. At the end of the novel, because Tempest chooses God over Satan, Satan is 

awarded “one hour of joy” (379) and the hope for more souls to resist his temptation 

and set him free to reclaim his position.  
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Corelli takes on art for art’s sake and seeks to redeem not only her readers, but 

the devil himself, through her fiction. Despite some compliments from the Aesthetes, 

notably Oscar Wilde,28 Corelli did not ascribe to his aesthetic, and her aims to elevate 

and inspire were successful, with some readers reporting revival of personal faith, even 

rescue from potential suicide (Masters 59). A contemporary of Corelli’s likened the 

“poor little formula of ‘Art for Art’s Sake’” to “the childish desire for a story which is 

no more than a story,” and therefore much more immature than “the adult preference for 

a story which points a moral, besides adorning a tale” (Allen 223). Corelli receives a 

nod as an author with a purpose, “in her own way” (227).  

The same subtle and polite dismissal is echoed in W. P. Trent’s “The Nature of 

Literature,” which acknowledges Corelli while reassuring any elitist readers that they 

have nothing to fear from admitting her existence and popularity.  After all, “we find it 

necessary to divide mankind into social classes, and so for purposes of criticism and 

education we divide literature into various grades and consider only the higher ones” 

(237). These higher ones include “Scott, Balzac, Tolstoi, and Mr. Howells”; their works 

“make a pleasurable appeal to the esthetic emotions” of “readers of higher esthetic 

development” (237). These works, he asserts, we may call “literature” (37). He refers to 

the works of Corelli and E.P. Roe as “stuff”; yet the two kinds do not “differ 

generically” any more than “the inhabitants of Murray Hill are human beings and those 

of the Bowery mere brutes” (37). In the same vein, Justin M’Carthy in 1900 used 

Corelli to represent what an “ordinary mortal” would really read, though he would 

“mumble his tribute of respect” to the classic authors admired by his “intellectual 

superiors” (401). 
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 Outside the realm of literary criticism, an examination of early allusions to 

Corelli’s work reveals differing attitudes. As early as 1893, only seven years after the 

publication of her first novel, Corelli had become so well-known that the society 

column of an unnamed, but presumably American, newspaper was vilified in The North 

American Review for making recommendations regarding the furnishings of a lady’s 

boudoir, including that it should have at least two bookcases: one for poets and one for 

all the novels of Ouida and Marie Corelli (Mercur 502). The critic deplores the 

shallowness of such columns directed to women, even wondering if “this idiocy is 

harmless” and questioning if “it strengthen[s] the moral fibre of American girls and 

women and prepare[s] them for what is truly their ‘higher sphere,’ which…is not the 

boudoir” (502).  Widespread was the agreement that the purpose of reading was to 

“strengthen the moral fibre,” though the higher sphere to which women are to prepare is 

not always specified. 

The pseudo-science of Corelli’s work did not escape the notice of her peers. 

John Fearnley writes a critique of Trilby, George DuMaurier’s 1894 story of the tone-

deaf working-class girl who under the power of hypnosis becomes a diva, and 

complains that “when a man of genius like Mr. DuMaurier degrades his art into a 

vehicle for hypnotism, we are unpleasantly reminded of …Marie Corelli and the host of 

other dabblers in electro-biological moonshine” (214). This “border-land of science and 

superstition” (214) is dangerous for two reasons, according to Fearnley: the inevitable 

inaccuracies recorded by the author will draw scorn from scientists, and the fiction itself 

will suffer, because, echoing Aristotle’s warnings against “irrational components” of 

plot (Aristotle 125),“truth of matter and truth of manner are both necessary for the 
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production of a great work of art” (Fearnley 213). “To take some specific department of 

psychological science and make it the groundwork of a story is to put a part for the 

whole and distort the fair unity of truth” (214). 

Along this line, the British Medical Journal in a 1901 article on “Pilules Against 

Smallpox” uses Corelli’s recently published The Mighty Atom (of which “we have all 

heard” but “confess we know nothing”) to sarcastically compare the “might” of 

Corelli’s atom to the pilules being distributed by homeopathic physicians in London 

instead of vaccinations against smallpox, a practice the Journal mocked as an example 

of what some people would believe, against all evidence. The Journal notes of Corelli’s 

novel that “we are inclined to suspect from the title that it is autobiographical; certainly 

there could be no better proof of the mightiness of an atom than the popularity of its 

author’s writings” (“Pilules” 1762). The same journal, four years later, found reason to 

include an accusation of “frothy impertinence” to her style (“Bedside” 201), and while 

literary criticism may seem beyond the realm of a medical journal, the issues reflect a 

combination of scientific research, public health reports, and social commentary in 

general to an educated audience.  

Later in 1905, Corelli appeared once more in this journal, again negatively but 

for different reasons. This time, she was being taken seriously, and her strangely 

feminist urgings in Free Opinions that women “fight for intellectual freedom, and die 

rather than yield” to “earn the right to be something greater than the mere vessels of 

man’s desire” are highlighted as the cause of the decline in British birth rates, 

imperiling the future of the empire. When a woman is taken from her “natural sphere of 

domesticity,” she becomes “less fit to maintain the virility of the race” and “prone to 
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degenerate and initiate a downward tendency which gathers impetus in her progeny,” 

asserts the Journal.29 

Corelli was also taken to task by music critics of her day for “assuming a 

knowledge [she] did not possess” (“Musical” 27). Often cited is a passage in The 

Sorrows of Satan in which the Satan figure, Lucio, gives such a powerful performance 

that the protagonist, Geoffrey Tempest, feels  he must “cry out, and implore that this 

music, this horribly insiduous (sic) music, should cease ere I swooned with the 

voluptuous poison of it” (“Musical” 27). Similarly, Thomas Lea Southgate recorded in 

“The Treatment of Music by Novelists” (1895-96) his outrage at the suggestion that 

mere music could provoke Sybil, whose moral character has been so sullied by her 

reading of popular literature, to declare that the song caused her to think shameful, evil 

thoughts and even suggested crime to her (39).  A subsequent musical rendition sends 

her mother into a kind of epileptic seizure (“Musical” 27), much to the dismay of the 

musically astute among Corelli’s readers. Southgate calls Corelli’s work “outrageous 

pages, pages in many respects worse than the worst of the ‘penny dreadfuls’ which 

judges, magistrates, and moralists are just now protesting against” (39). What is notable 

about these concerns is their date; apparently, at most three years after publication, her 

contemporaries were already worried about the extent of her influence upon public 

opinion of music.  

Reviews of Corelli’s works did not improve over the years. Masters records that 

when Wormwood, her anti-absinthe novel, came out in 1890, “The Times called Marie 

‘cocksure’ and spoke of her ‘feminine redundancy of adjectives,’” characterizing the 

book as “’a succession of tedious and exaggerated soliloquies, relieved by tolerably 
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dramatic, but repulsive incidents’” (102). In 1892, the Pall Mall Gazette blasted The 

Soul of Lilith, declaring that “the one really remarkable feature of Miss Corelli’s 

achievement [is] that amid all her absurdity she should contrive to be so dull” (Masters 

114). As a result of this kind of criticism, Corelli retaliated with what she considered to 

be a satire, The Silver Domino, directed also against public figures, including Kipling 

and Gladstone. Some reviews were apparently favorable but those that Masters 

considers “the more serious reviews” were hostile (Masters 117).  

Masters records a spectrum of critical response to Corelli, invariably attributing 

accuracy (and prestige) to those who lambasted her work in his remarkably disparaging 

biography. Certainly not only the negativity of the reviews to her Barabbas, published 

in 1893, but their accusation of blasphemy, must have shocked the author, who claimed 

to have written it “in a constant spirit of prayer” (Masters 129). Further dismissal came 

from the Ealing Public Library, whose custodians “decreed that Barabbas was so cheap 

and sensational, and its influence potentially so pernicious, that all Marie Corelli’s 

books should thenceforth be banned from the library” (Masters 130). Yet the reviews 

were not, in fact, uniformly negative: Shafts decrees that “Barabbas is a masterpiece, 

and will hold its own more and more as time passes…with the author’s other works [it] 

may be said to be among the most powerful literary productions of the nineteenth 

century” (Masters 129). 

Despite the popularity of The Sorrows of Satan, it is George Gissing’s 1891 

book New Grub Street which is regarded as the authentic portrait of the publishing 

industry in fin de siècle England. At first glance, the two books appear to deal with 

similar issues: the descent of “late nineteenth-century publishing into a world of Social 
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Darwinism run amok, in which shrewd operators prosper and conscientious artists go 

under” (Stetz 22). But a closer look reveals what Margaret Diane Stetz sees as a 

particularly masculine perspective in Gissing’s work, marginalizing women writers of 

the day by characterizing authorship as unduly stressful and out of character for them 

(25-28). The adversarial relationship between Gissing’s characters and the newly 

literate but philistine public is in fact the opposite of that in Corelli’s work: the public 

adores Mavis Clare and even relies upon her for spiritual inspiration. The relationship 

between writers and their editors is viewed as symptomatic of cultural conflicts, as in 

Gissing, but to what extent is such a broad stroke legitimate? Stetz goes on to theorize 

that the reason women writers had congenial relationships with their editors (such as 

that of Corelli and the long-suffering George Bentley30) was because their culture had 

conditioned them to following male leadership. If they experienced conflict with their 

editors, they were not so quick to voice it as the male writers of Grub Street. Stetz’s 

work raises the question found in contemporary voices of chapter VI:  to what extent 

gender informs an accurate understanding of Corelli’s literary world, to be considered 

after chapter V, which concerns how Corelli’s popularity can be seen in light of what 

has been described as a developing gulf between popular and high culture. 
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V. CORELLI AT THE DIVIDE:  CORELLI’S FICTION AND DEVELOPING 

POPULAR LITERATURE 

Annette Federico calls Marie Corelli a “model case for theories of the popular” 

(Idol 170). Who exactly comprised Corelli’s audience? Her critical dismissal was partly 

based on an elitist and disparaging view of her readership, and for two reasons such a 

position is indefensible. First, the “claim that her books were read only in the servants’ 

hall, and were forbidden ‘above stairs’ [is] simply not true” (Masters 293), as shown in 

earlier chapters. Furthermore, such a claim betrays a conviction that this chapter will 

call into question: to what extent should an author’s literary stature be judged by the 

makeup of her readership? Is to be popular by definition to be inferior? Annette 

Federico asserts that such a consideration is especially pertinent to a study of Marie 

Corelli when she verifies that Corelli had “no consistent reader base,” rendering the 

development of “a consistent demographic profile of readers” (Idol 64) impossible.  

Therefore, a simple dismissal of the popular, a common modernist perspective 

in the twentieth century, is called into question. After all, even the highest of high 

culture was popular with its own audience.  Does the value of a literary work lie in who 

reads it, who wrote it, or simply within the work itself? This chapter will examine 

Corelli as a writer whose work illustrates some literary theories of the popular, 

including those of Pierre Bourdieu, Q.D. Leavis, Northrop Frye, John Barth, Terry 

Eagleton, and others.  Such critics have theorized about what makes a literary work 
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attractive to the non-elite, the reading public. Thus the elites theorize about the non-

elite’s reading taste, suggesting what the different standards are by which those outside 

of academia, for example, evaluate the non-canonical literature they enjoy. “This is why 

people who are not like us like the kind of literature they like,” they suggest. To what 

extent do their suggestions apply to Marie Corelli? 

In evaluating the fin de siècle literary marketplace, Pierre Bourdieu’s 

distinctions between the “field of restricted production” and the “field of large-scale 

cultural production” (“The Market” 1234) are useful. Those writers insistent upon art 

for art’s sake sought freedom from the burden to write to instruct or to inspire. 

Increasingly, Aesthetes wrote for each other’s approval, disdaining the applause of the 

philistine commoners. Thus, according to Bourdieu, producers were producing for a 

market of their peers.31 By contrast, popular literature appealed to non-producing 

consumers. Corelli did not appear to differentiate her readership in this way, however, 

showing continual surprise when fellow authors disdained works that were beloved by 

so many of Bourdieu’s non-producing consumers.  Bourdieu observes that 

“consumption in the field of large-scale cultural production is more or less independent 

of the educational level of consumers” (“The Market” 1238); indeed, at the end of the 

nineteenth century, the market had not yet experienced the legitimizing influence of 

academia upon the “producers-for-producers” market that Bourdieu details (“The 

Market” 1245). 

When Ingrid Shafer wrote “Non-Adversarial Criticism, Cross-Cultural 

Conversation, and Popular Literature” in 1989, she voiced from an American 

perspective many of Bourdieu’s ideas, yet with value added to the side of popular 
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literature. Shafer claims that popular writers are “like the bards of old” in that they 

“reflect public sentiment far more accurately and shape public consciousness far more 

effectively than do the classics and so called ‘serious’ literature” (6). Siding with the 

popular writer, she asserts that questions of “literary quality or aesthetics” are less 

important than the sheer volume of influence that the popular writer exerts. In Shafer’s 

words, “there may be platinum in the vault, but the combination lock is so complicated 

that most people don’t even try to open the safe” (6). While Shafer, an academic, would 

no doubt like to open the safe, for the moment she believes that as long as the man on 

the street believes that ‘serious’ literature is somehow above him, reinforcing this 

impression, as critics may do, is not likely to increase his appreciation, any more than 

one might expect “children to come to love school by rapping their hands with a ruler” 

(6). She extends her argument by suggesting that the dichotomy between popular and 

serious literature is primarily a Western construct. She traces this back to the ancient 

Greeks, but does not provide examples of a more benevolent non-Western critical 

approach. Her thesis emphasizes that:  

to complement (not to replace) the paternal agonistic model, we must 

develop an  alternative, maternal, non-adversarial, empathetic approach 

to the study of literature, an approach which refuses to judge works by 

inappropriate standards or to dismiss certain genres automatically as 

inherently inferior, an approach which respects and unconditionally 

accepts the other without falling into the trap of lazy, every-thing-goes 

relatives. Only then will we be able to do justice to popular literature. 

(12) 
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In Aristotle’s rhetorical triangle, Corelli would have cast herself as the speaker 

to all the world, with the purpose of inspiration and guidance. In fact, she was not able 

to gain this wide audience, being largely denied a serious hearing among other 

contemporary authors.  T.S. Eliot might have explained the popularity of her works as 

an indication of its low quality; Shafer sees Eliot as “point[ing] out that by itself 

popularity is certainly no indicator of high quality, but [going] on to identify popularity 

as a possible symptom of literary inferiority” (Shafer 9). Eliot affirms the conservative 

role of popular authors, specifically poets, reminding us that such authors are only 

“giving people what they are already used to” (Eliot 11). This role of popular literature 

as affirming social values, especially when they may be changing (as in the fin de 

siècle), may also account for Corelli’s popularity. Bourdieu further distinguishes 

between intellectuals and “the people” (Distinction 5). This is an important distinction 

to students of Corelli, because while her popularity may have crossed class boundaries, 

those of the aristocratic class who admired her may or may not have qualified as 

Bourdieu’s intellectuals. He sees a more abstract appreciation of the arts among such 

intellectuals, saying that by contrast, “the people chiefly expect representations and the 

conventions which govern them to allow them to believe ‘naively’ in the things 

represented” (5). 

Within a few years of Corelli’s death, Q.D. Leavis referred to her as she 

theorized about popular literature in Fiction and the Reading Public (1932). Leavis 

suggests that popular fiction “offers ideal companionship to the reader by its uniquely 

compelling illusion of a life in which sympathetic characters of a convincing 

verisimilitude touch off the warmer emotional responses” (58). The essence of this 
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companionship is mimetic; the situations, the characters must seem real, plausible. This 

is not necessarily accomplished by fine writing. If the novelist merely sketches in the 

“bold outlines” of his characters, “the reader will co-operate to persuade himself that he 

is in contact with ‘real people’” (Leavis 59). Characters who may be too complex to 

resonate with the average reader are, to Leavis, markers not of popular but of high 

literature. Contrasting a popular novel about India with Forster’s A Passage to India 

(1924), Leavis suggests that the former is popular because it corresponds to the readers’ 

imagination about what India must be like, while the latter is “unpleasant,” though 

realistically complex (62).  

Northrop Frye develops another such  juxtaposition when he offers a definition 

of popular literature as that which “demands the minimum of previous verbal 

experience and special education from the reader” (26). He contrasts Paradise Lost, with 

its multiple allusions, to The Pilgrim’s Progress, which would have been understood by 

“every English family with any books or education at all” (27).32 Popular literature is 

more accessible, he writes. Queenie Leavis also marks the accessibility of the popular, 

putting Corelli in the popular category with others whose writing is characterized by 

“sympathetic characters, a stirring tale, and absence of the disquieting” (62).  Although 

some of Leavis’s Corelli references seem innocuous, relegating her to “fantasy-

spinning” and “day-dreaming,” charges which she might not deny, Leavis also says that 

despite “a certain power” that mysteriously is the secret to Corelli’s popular success, 

she belongs to a group of authors with “bad writing, false sentiment, sheer silliness, and 

a preposterous narrative,” even though they possess “magnificent vitality” (62).  
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Later, she impugns Corelli’s intelligence: “The high-level reader of Marie 

Corelli…is impelled to laugh, so ridiculously inadequate to the issues raised is the 

equipment of the mind that resolutely tackles them, and, on the other hand, so absurdly 

out of proportion is the energy expended to the objects that arouse it (for instance, in 

Marie Corelli’s novels, female smoking and low-cut gowns)” (66). Leavis attributes 

pure motives to Corelli, portrayed as unlike those who have followed in her stylistic 

footsteps because despite the low quality of her writing, Corelli wrote with an 

“assurance” that came from a “sense of vocation”(67). 

Leavis further assigns to Victorian novels, including Corelli’s, a sense of 

“uplift.” (165), suggesting that this socially beneficent purpose is what attracted 

Gladstone to Corelli’s work. She does see the development of popular fiction as 

symptomatic of a decline in the discernment of the British reading public, who instead 

of the nonfiction they read previously, now require “the bait of a story” (165). 

Importantly, Leavis suggests that the voice of the novel is all-important: it must be at 

what she calls “the same level of development as his [the author’s] public; then alone 

can he maintain that burning enthusiasm in treating what for the more educated is a 

matter of commonplace or vieux jeu or merely childish nonsense” (166). What Leavis 

means by stage of development could also be seen as narrative voice. Marie Corelli 

writes eloquently and excitedly on issues that the public apparently cared deeply about 

as well, although there were elitists who considered themselves beyond such simplistic 

portrayals of morality. It’s just not that simple, they might say dismissively. Yes, it is, 

she loudly expostulates. And those who agreed with Corelli are listed by Leavis: 
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Tennyson, Theodore Watts-Dunton, Queen Victoria, and the Prince of 

Wales were equally enraptured…the Dean of Gloucester wrote 

expressing his admiration, Dean Wilberforce and Dean Farrar testified 

that her novels made for sweetness and light, the Dean of Westminster 

read from Barabbas from the Abbey pulpit on Easter Sunday, Lord 

Haldane wrote to tell her that her style was brilliant and her range of 

imagination very great, Lord Charles Beresford seriously envied her her 

gift of ‘incisive English,’ Mr. Asquith begged for an autographed copy of 

one of her books, Father Ignatius…preached on The Sorrows of Satan 

and the hall was packed.” (166-67) 

But to Leavis, Corelli was herself “emotionally uneducated” and “discovered the novel 

as a means of satisfying [her] suppressed desires.” Leavis extends this possibility to 

Corelli’s readers (168). Is it that simple? Was her fiction immature, and therefore 

appealing to others similarly immature? Is the genre of romance essentially for those 

who do not want to face reality? 

Terry Eagleton suggests an affirmative answer in his introduction to The English 

Novel, for “novelists do not lie, because they do not imagine that we take them to be 

telling the truth” (4). Such a statement excludes the fiction of Marie Corelli as serious 

fiction. Although she offered a disclaimer to A Romance of Two Worlds, stating that 

she knew her readers would find it hard to believe her protagonist’s experience, she 

certainly does not hint that they should disbelieve. Eagleton further refers to the 

romance as “a kind of dangerous narcissism” and romantic idealism as “a form of 
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egoism in which the world becomes clay in your hands for you to mould as you wish” 

(4): 

fantasy…is at root a wayward individualism which insists on carving up 

the world as it pleases…refus[ing] to acknowledge what realism insists 

on most: the recalcitrance of reality to our desires, the sheer stubborn 

inertia with which it baffles our designs upon it. Anti-realists are those 

who cannot get outside their own heads. It is a sort of moral astigmatism. 

(4, 5) 

In A Romance of Two Worlds and The Sorrows of Satan, Corelli’s protagonists 

do not experience “the recalcitrance of reality” but instead experience the ennui, the 

malaise that results from giving up on, or not yet comprehending, their spiritual ideals. 

Only after a spiritual, mystical encounter are they able to experience reality. Perhaps 

this is Corelli’s brand of “wayward individualism,” which the critics who did offer her 

compliments saw as her incredible power of imagination. Patrick Parrinder appears to 

legitimize this personalized response to fiction in his claim that “novels exert a 

powerful influence on our perceptions of society and of our individual selves precisely 

because they lack any official sanction” (9); there are no novelists laureate to deliver the 

official state position on a subject. From this perspective, Corelli’s bitter critique of the 

literary critics and their influence on the publishing industry in Britain becomes a 

private and powerful conversation with each individual reader. 

Eagleton continues that “the common people do not wish to see their own faces 

in the mirror of art. They have quite enough ordinary life in their working hours without 

wanting to contemplate it in their leisure time as well. Labourers are more likely to 
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resort to fantasy than lawyers” (The English Novel 5). Corelli’s characters do not reside 

in the slums of London, though Geoffrey Tempest of The Sorrows of Satan begins 

there. His hatred for such an existence is offered as the explanation for his Faustian 

bargain; after all, people just can’t live that way. Poverty, Tempest declares, is “a moral 

cancer that eats into the heart of an otherwise well-intentioned human creature and 

makes him envious and malignant, and inclined to the use of dynamite” (3). He escapes 

to a life of luxury, similar to the one lived by the protagonist of A Romance of Two 

Worlds, who though a gifted pianist has been unable to work for some time yet still is 

financially secure enough to travel back and forth to the Riviera seeking better health, 

living in hotels and in the homes of wealthy associates. 

A close examination of exactly what the masses were reading has often been 

considered impossible, because educated readers have traditionally been more likely to 

write about what they were reading and leave a record. But such a survey is undertaken 

by Jonathan Rose in The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes (2001) which 

documents a much smaller “divide” in what was read by academics and the masses, 

finding considerable overlap—but often after a gap of years. Rose sees chiefly financial 

reasons rather than literary for this gap; poorer people have never been able to afford 

new releases. Further, Rose finds “blind spots in the scholarly handling of popular 

culture” (5) when academics make suppositions about the popularity of certain texts 

from their own sociological or ideological perspectives. People evaluate texts, he says 

from his reader-response perspective, based on any number of frames that they employ 

to give meaning to the texts; it is likely that while today’s critic may give feminist 

readings, avant-garde readings, or even latent homo-erotic readings to Corelli’s work, 
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there is no reason to assume that those who enjoyed her books in their day and least of 

all Corelli herself would have seen such perspectives. In such a light, it may be best to 

take her readers at their word: they liked her books because they found them both 

entertaining and inspiring. 

The relationship of melodrama to modernity has been explored by Rita Felski, 

who finds melodrama as offering more of a niche for Corelli’s work than either realism, 

with its mimetic representations, or modernity, with its ironies (121). Her theory of 

melodrama as popular literature finds that the polarization of good and evil, 

accompanied by exaggerated emotionalism of melodrama, describes Corelli’s novels. 

According to Felski, Corelli’s fictions “organize textual meaning and events in order to 

demonstrate triumphantly the overarching presence of a guiding spiritual principle” 

(122). Her novels do not explore the domestic intricacies of the living room but the 

massive dramas of the universe. Therefore, her “vocabulary is self-consciously archaic, 

aspiring to a biblical or epic quality” (125), with the effect that the adjectives most often 

applied to her writing are “hysterical, undisciplined, immature, emotionally unstable, 

illogical, adolescent, sentimental” (125).  

Paradoxically, the evils of the wealthy,  lazy, and privileged upper class are 

detailed in all their excess, while the morally upright poor or working class receive 

scant attention.  Her readers who belonged to the working class might echo Eagleton: 

we don’t want to read about the virtuous lives we actually lead. We want to read about 

the scandalously wealthy, to whom we are morally if not socially superior. Those of the 

upper class who agreed that the hope of Britain lay in its industrious workers, not its 

indolent aristocrats, felt a similar affinity to her work.  
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While Corelli’s heroines claim the importance of a moral purity that women are 

more likely to attain than men, they seldom are seen at home performing domestic 

duties. All is grandiose. Zara in A Romance of Two Worlds lives a life centered on the 

home she shares with her brother, but that is because her sculpture studio is there. 

Servants do the housekeeping. Mavis Clare delights in her cottage because she writes 

there, not because she engages in any of the domestic duties actually associated with 

Victorian women at home. For all of Corelli’s ranting against New Women, her strong 

female characters do not find their identities in their family relationships or in 

traditional Victorian female lives.33 Felski sees “a profound emotional ambivalence in 

[Corelli’s novels’] representation of gender relations, oscillating between recurring 

expressions of anger, frustration, and resentment toward the male sex and a yearning for 

oceanic dissolution of the self in an ecstatic merging of souls” (130). 

Theorists of the development of popular literature often cite Andreas Huyssen’s 

After the Great Divide (1986), which suggests that a distinct break occurred in the early 

twentieth century between literature written, to borrow from Bourdieu, for producers 

and literature written for consumers. Considerable antagonism, he argues, began to exist 

between the two. Pertinent to Corelli study is the fact that Huyssen is among those 

articulating a gendered perspective in this conflict, with mass culture representing the 

threatening encroachment of the feminine beyond the proper boundaries to which the 

“rational bourgeois order” (53) would assign it.  

Today, educators often reflect Huyssen’s conflict when considering the 

academic place of literature by producers for consumers as opposed to literature for 

other producers, i.e. writers. Indeed, canonization itself is much debated. But Marie 
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Corelli’s career predated such a discussion; she did not aspire to canonicity but to peer 

acceptance. Jonathan Rose finds canonicity irrelevant to popular literature because of its 

inherent supposition of limit.  If only a certain number of texts can be studied in the 

time allotted for the university education, teachers must pick and choose. Bur the 

working-class readers of whom Rose writes have no such limitation (Rose 135).  

There is other evidence that the lines dividing popular literature from the 

modernists may not be so distinctly drawn.  Annette Federico suggests that in his 

younger years around the turn of the century, James Joyce “was apparently fascinated 

with Corelli” (Idol 9); his inclusion of a reference to The Sorrows of Satan in Episode 9, 

“Scylla and Charybdis” of Ulysses suggests more than a passing phase of interest. Joyce 

includes the title in reference to the desire of Stephen to emulate Milton in recreating a 

role for Satan that casts him in a more positive light, which is certainly an appropriate 

place for an allusion to Corelli’s novel (235).  

The broader issue of the development of a popular literature through modernism 

to postmodernism is the focus of two essays by John Barth, “The Literature of 

Exhaustion” and “The Literature of Replenishment.” In “The Literature of Exhaustion,” 

Barth argues for the concept of “used-upness of certain forms” of literature (64); he 

expresses dissatisfaction with authors who still write in the outdated modes employed 

by nineteenth century novelists, as though modernism had not even happened. It is time 

to move on, he suggests, applauding novelists who in the 1960s had also moved on past 

the early modernists to a postmodern voice.  Barth sees modernists as intentionally 

abandoning democratic access to their work, seeking to distance themselves from a 

popular audience they deem bourgeois. 
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The “great divide” view has not, however, gone unchallenged.  Mark Morrisson 

explains that instead of the idea of “modernism and mass culture as polar opposites,” a 

more accurate perception is that modernists were “more savvy about self-promotion and 

audiences than had previously been understood” (5) and were not the distantly detached 

scorners of the marketplace that they may have been called. Indeed, his book suggests 

“that the alienation and isolation from the dominant culture that have often been 

ascribed to modernism cannot be seen as originating with the emergence of modernism. 

Rather, a more careful examination of this cultural moment reveals a surprisingly 

consistent desire to renew or engage the public sphere” (13).   

Morrisson deals principally with magazines and their effects on the mass market 

and early twentieth-century culture; he points to Ford Madox Ford’s English Review, 

which began in 1908, as a publication that hoped to bridge any gap between the 

modernist authors and the reading public, with its “attempt to create a discursive space 

for disinterested critical deliberation as grounded in Enlightenment thinking” (18). 

Perhaps a close look reveals not such a great divide. 

Through his magazine, Ford sought to give voice to an aesthetic perspective in a 

way that would be heard by the public culture of the early 1900s; his publication, 

according to Morrisson, was “strategically important to the emergence of modernism in 

England” (18). In a series of articles in 1907 for the Daily Mail, “one of the largest 

circulation newspapers in the country,” he included Marie Corelli among his Literary 

Portraits of authors that also included Thomas Hardy, George Bernard Shaw, and H.G. 

Wells (23). Morrisson sees this as a significant “early attempt to imagine a literary 

public sphere that encompassed a broad range of tastes” (23). Of course, by this time 
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Corelli was so universally popular that to omit her from a newspaper with such a wide 

readership would have been absurd, but Morrisson’s connection goes further.  

Continuing his effort to unite an emerging modernist audience and the mass 

reading public, Ford wrote a romance novel so reminiscent of Corelli’s The Sorrows of 

Satan that it is unimaginable that the similarities are coincidental. After all, “Corelli’s 

readership crossed class and educational lines” and had purchased “several bestsellers 

hundreds of thousands of copies each” (Morrisson 27).  For an author who had 

something to say about the current literary state of affairs, one could do worse than 

follow her lead, it would seem, though Ford never reached her level of success.  In Mr. 

Apollo, the god Apollo makes a visit to England and is hosted by the protagonist, a Mr. 

Milne, who is a public school teacher. Instead of literary critics being demonized, per 

Corelli, it is the daily newspaper publishers, who reject the role they might play in 

furthering the education of the masses, adopting instead a sensationalist stance in order 

to boost sales. Milne deplores such an abandonment, but curiously, Apollo appears to 

endorse it, for after all, man is just a child from a god’s perspective, and one should not 

expect too much from him (Morrisson 27, 28).  

Ford’s attempt at following Corelli’s success, with a novel reminiscent of her 

integration of fantasy and present-day life, illustrates how a close historical look at the 

publishing industry can call into question trends that a broad theoretical stance might 

suggest. Perhaps these emerging modernists did not, in fact, disdain the public. They 

too desired success in the marketplace. It is a paradox that Corelli, who enjoyed this 

success, desired so much more – to instruct and inspire her readers to moral living. 

Perhaps, too, other theories of modernism may be countered. Steven Arata calls into 
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question the theory that romantic fiction derives its popularity from its affirmation of 

the comfortable familiarity of current culture (even if such a comfort be imagined or at 

least exaggerated). He calls this the belief that popular “fiction does no more than 

cheerfully reproduce dominant ideologies” (5) but sees instead the seeds of much unrest 

in fin de siècle popular fiction. For an evangelist like Corelli, finger-pointing replaced 

mere seeds of unrest, and attacks upon new threats to the social order could be seen as 

heavy-handed enforcement as opposed to comfortable reassurance. Corelli perceived 

threats in her day to righteous living, and she used her fiction aggressively, going 

beyond cheerful reproduction to staunch defense.  

The supposed dichotomy of modernism and popular fiction, decried by both the 

Right (as “an ominous sign of the lowering of cultural and moral standards”) and the 

Left (“for its reactionary inscription of dominant bourgeois ideologies”) has been 

revised by critics who give new readings to popular texts and find in them nascent 

feminism (Felski 141). Seeking to bestow a new legitimacy on popular fiction, such 

readers can find the subversive in the most unlikely texts. Often, “the feminine and the 

popular blur together as twin markers of opposition to the overbearing logic of 

patriarchal prohibition, restraint, and law” (Felski 141).  Yet such an approach does not 

suit Corelli study because of the contradictions that close reading of her works reveals.  

For example, Northrop Frye disparages popular fiction written by those who see 

their audience as “as mob rather than a community” and as such, substitute lust for love 

and bloodlust for adventure (26). But Corelli decries lust and does not even portray 

romantic love. In her fiction, love is surreal, heavenly, epic, all-encompassing, and her 

adventure is likewise neither bloodlust nor mere adventure:  
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my blood froze with an unnameable sickening terror…then, thick 

darkness veiled my sight, and I dropped down senseless! Thunder and 

wild tumult—the glare of lightning—the shattering roar of great waves 

leaping mountains high and hissing asunder in midair—to this fierce riot 

of savage elements let loose in a whirling boisterous dance of death, I 

woke at last with a convulsive shock. (Sorrows 365) 

With her use of exclamation points, ellipses, capital letters, and italics, Corelli 

does not relate her characters’ adventures but shouts them. Her fantastic narratives 

reach across class boundaries because they are not tied to the perspective of one class 

alone. Similarly, tying her to one explanation of popular literary theory is difficult. Such 

classification has proved a complex task, and suggests the limits of attempts to sort her 

readers into categories. If Corelli calls her readers to a higher spiritual plane, a more 

moral life, then those who wish to answer such a call will enjoy her writing, along with 

those who feel society as a whole should answer such a call, whether or not they 

personally want this. But this perspective was falling out of favor in the early twentieth 

century.  Rita Felski summarizes: “Affiliation with an increasingly educated and 

professionalized literary intelligentsia, rather than socioeconomic status alone, seemed 

to be the crucial factor in determining whether one abhorred Corelli rather than adored 

her” (144).  
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VI. A SECOND LOOK:  CORELLI CRITICISM AT THE TURN OF THE NEXT 

CENTURY 

More recent Corelli criticism has moved past judgments on the validity of 

popular literature to an acceptance of her importance by sheer magnitude of influence; 

this final chapter will primarily address the renewed perspective in Corelli criticism. 

Corelli’s publishing career spanned the turn of the century, from A Romance of Two 

Worlds in 1886 to Open Confession: From a Man to a Woman and Poems in 1925, 

books that were published after her death in 1924. She joins the company of women 

writers who have suffered from a neglect that Elaine Showalter noted in 1977 in A 

Literature of Their Own, a neglect that continued for some years despite Showalter’s 

insight. Writing in 1999 in the introductory chapter to Victorian Women Writers and the 

Woman Question, Nicola Diane Thompson attributes the erasure of Corelli to a 

perceived anti-feminist stance of not only Corelli herself, but most of the women 

authors of the day: “Twentieth-century critics have tended to label women novelists as 

feminist or antifeminist, even classifying whole genres or subgenres according to their 

position on the woman question” (3). It is Thompson’s conclusion that women writers 

of Corelli’s day were conflicted about the developing role of women, and thus their 

fiction seldom reflects what might be viewed as a consistent stance on “the woman 

question.” So when, in the words of Carol Poster, writing in 1996, the feminist critic 

today “search[es] the nineteenth century above all for models of proto-feminism,” the 
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result is “the omission from recovery projects of novels incompatible with twentieth-

century feminism” (300).  

Yet critics seeking consistent female perspective in Corelli have found that any 

ideologies of gender in Corelli’s work are not easy to define.34 During her publishing 

career, the male adventure romance was popular, notably Rider Haggard’s She (1887). 

Much is made of the total annihilation of Haggard’s powerful Ayesha in that novel and 

all the threatening feminine domination that she represents for the men who have 

penetrated her sanctuary. But if Haggard has written a male romance, Corelli cannot be 

seen to have created a female counterpart. Her works are not love stories and they are 

not domestic fiction, in which a woman’s world consists of her parlor and that of her 

friends.   

Because of Corelli’s anti-New Woman stance35 and her elevation of the passive 

ultra-feminine, feminist critic Patricia Stubbs, writing in 1979, dismisses Corelli in a 

way to be seen in critical response into the 1990s. Stubbs’s Women and Fiction: 

Feminism and the Novel 1880-1920 makes scant mention of Corelli, but in reference to 

Temporal Power (1902), Stubbs suggests that the reason for Corelli’s success was the 

extent to which her fiction reinforced expectations for women, specifically that although 

denied positions of power themselves, they exerted their influence behind the scenes in 

an “invisible, shadowy role, with the illusion of power instead of the substance” (45).  

In her introduction, Stubbs objects to the emphasis in novels on the private lives of 

women, as if only what happens in their relationships is of true importance.  Corelli 

seems a strange selection for dismissal as one who privileges the private life of woman, 

for if some of her novels do describe women’s relationships, at least three of her most 
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popular, A Romance of Two Worlds, Barabbas, and The Sorrows of Satan, are not 

about the private life of a woman.  Only A Romance, among those three, has a female 

protagonist; the conflict of that book arises from her desire to pursue her musical career, 

a goal rendered impossible by her physical and spiritual malaise.  As Stubbs writes, 

“Women in fiction are still ‘Pamela’s daughters’ and are likely to remain so until they 

are defined through their contacts with the ‘outer’ as well as their ‘inner’ world” (xv).  

Reading Corelli, one senses that either she was not interested in the intimate portrait of 

a woman’s psyche, or that she wished to paint her characters with a broad brush, 

concentrating more on moving her story along, in a way that left no room for the kind of 

internal definition Stubbs deplores. 36  

Contemporary critics are certainly justified in noting the patronizing tone of 

Corelli’s 1978 biographer, Brian Masters. In his chapter recounting how Queen Victoria 

appreciated Corelli’s work, he asserts that “Marie immediately thought, though she 

dared not admit it, that she and Queen Victoria would become friends and confidantes” 

(104). One can only wonder how Masters knows what Marie thought. Such an example 

is typical of Masters’s portrait of Corelli as emotionally stunted in her immaturity. 

Masters makes sure to point out that this admiration by the Queen, while greatly valued 

by Corelli, was no real tribute to her literary talent, since the queen was “a woman not 

noted for literary sophistication” (Masters 104). Thus Masters’s patronization of Corelli 

extends to her royal admirer, raising the question of circular reasoning: does Masters 

assume that Queen Victoria lacked literary sophistication because she admired Marie 

Corelli?37   
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Some recent critics have attributed Masters’ often caustic biographical tone to 

gender bias, so much so that Brenda Ayres declares that “this sort of bias undermines 

for me any assessment that these biographers have made on her literary work” (204). 

Ayres is referring to other writers as well, who dwell more on Corelli’s appearance and 

their perception of her personality than the literary quality of her work. Ayres sees this 

as parallel to the reception other female Victorian writers have unjustly received (204); 

thus she blatantly asserts that “much of the criticism against her was sexist” (204). After 

all, her career coincided with an era in which publicizing one’s books to a wide market 

was essential, and if Ayres characterizes some of Corelli’s idiosyncrasies more kindly 

than does Masters, still they are publicity stunts. As such, they were successful, since 

according to Masters, she was the “second most famous Englishwoman in the world” 

(Masters 6), next to Queen Victoria herself.  

What is most striking about Corelli criticism in the last two decades has been its 

respectful tone, as opposed to the caustic dissection even of the 1970s. Writing in 2006, 

Nickianne Moody suggests that “more recent theory concerning the best-seller 

concentrates on how, rather than why, certain books and writers can interpellate mass 

audiences in specific cultural contexts” (190). The questions asked and answered today 

are not so much “Why in the world did any educated person read this?” as “What can 

we learn about the way a spectrum of readers thought, as evidenced by their admiration 

for Corelli?”   

Critics since 1990 have noted the similarities between New Age spiritualism and 

Corelli’s peculiar brand of Christianity. One reason for Corelli’s popularity may well be 

her reconciliation of new science, frightening to many, with religion. To her, there was 
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no conflict: a true understanding of science would always support a true understanding 

of religion. In order to make this happen, Corelli had to take great liberties with science 

and at the same time, reinvent Christian doctrine, but she did so in such captivating 

stories that her readers apparently felt comforted that the reconciliation was effective.38 

In her world, “the good were still rewarded and the evil foiled” (Ayres 220) and such a 

reassuring cosmos had its appeal. Delving deeper into the specifics of her new religion, 

most clearly expressed in A Romance of Two Worlds, R. B. Kershner sees her as a 

spokesperson for the “major social movement” of spiritualism, which was forbidden by 

Roman Catholicism, but was “a movement that simultaneously connoted dark mysteries 

and comfortable Anglicanism” (74). Kershner sees the bygone popularity of this 

spiritualist movement, imported from America and once so important, as contributing to 

Corelli’s literary disappearance. 

As noted in chapter 1, feminist critics today find within her novels evidence of 

gender ideology resistant to the New Woman of the fin de siècle but also strong and 

assertive. Corelli is seen as “transversing and obfuscating gender ideals” (Ayres 215). 

Women should be feminine but should also realize their power over men and exert it for 

the benefit of all. Kristin Guest, writing in 2005, juxtaposes the male tragic hero with 

his hubris, which Corelli associates with materialism leading to his downfall, with 

Corelli’s female protagonists, whose tragedies arise from their self-sacrifice. Corelli, in 

her tendency to rewrite orthodoxy, saw Eve’s original sin as an overwhelming desire to 

please Adam, “placing her not as the dupe or villain of world history but rather as its 

sacrificial victim” (Guest 155). Furthermore, Corelli suggests that while women are 

weaker physically, they always dominate and lead men spiritually, through feminine 
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passivity. It is not surprising that Corelli’s “male protagonists are egotistic, arrogant, 

and ambitious” while her “heroines are spiritual and disinterested” in worldly success 

(Guest 164). 

A frequent theme for Corelli is the necessity of living a moral life now in light 

of the delights or terrors of the hereafter. As a result, her novels emphasize the horrors 

of hell enough to be classified today as Gothic (Hartnell 292). Lucio in The Sorrows of 

Satan is an ever present reminder of the nearness of evil; he occasionally abandons his 

refined gentlemanly appearance for one more traditionally associated with the demonic. 

The effect of these “delightful horrors”  (Harnell 299) is now perceived, from a distance 

of over one hundred years, to add a contradictory lurid appeal to what Corelli may have 

intended as a moral narrative. Though Corelli never understood why her books were 

banned, Elaine Hartnell noted in 2006 that “if such novels as A Romance of Two 

Worlds and The Sorrows of Satan were meant to convey an awful warning to their 

readership, never has a writer managed to so roundly condemn sin whilst making it so 

fascinating!” (299). 

Furthermore, Benjamin F. Fisher, writing in 2006, finds ample evidence in both 

Barabbas and The Sorrows of Satan for Corelli’s inclusion in Gothic studies. 

Characteristics now seen as Gothic include the level of anxiety in the work and the 

unspecified menace to the protagonists throughout, as well as the “vicious pursuit of 

innocence” (305). In Fisher’s discussion of the Gothic elements of these two works, he 

sees that placing Corelli on the popular side of a “great divide” is too simplistic. “The 

stalker and the stalked seem to exchange identities now and then” (306). Instead of 

relegating this variation to flawed characterization by Corelli, Fisher attributes it to 
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“experimentation with fragmented sensibilities” and even foreshadowing the 

“adumbrations of character types in modernism” (306).  

As previously noted, while insisting on the primacy of religious faith and railing 

against the sins of materialism, atheism, and pride, Corelli at the same time invents her 

own doctrinal framework. Twenty-first century critics, rather than mocking her for 

intellectual shallowness, seek sources for such ideas and point out how this ability to 

address, though mystically, issues that people were concerned about probably led to her 

popularity.  An example is found in her novel Thelma (1887), as she juxtaposes the 

heroic death of the pagan Olaf with that of the hypocritical Christian Lovisa, who on her 

deathbed sees hell as her destination (558). Olaf, too, sees his eternal destination before 

death, and it is heavenly (Thelma 566).39 Criticizing religious hypocrisy certainly did 

not originate with Marie Corelli; to affirm that eternal salvation was based on a 

righteous life, not one’s religious affiliation, surely went a step beyond orthodoxy, but it 

resonated with Corelli’s public.  Earlier critics found fault with the ease with which 

Corelli dismissed intellectual problems of her day, asserting her illogical opinions and 

relegating any dissenters to the ranks of the unbelieving skeptic. But today, Moody 

announces that “Corelli’s work is anti-rational and her characters and authorial voice 

conjoin to refute the gains of science and materialism over spirituality” (198), affirming 

rather than vilifying her niche. 

Robert Hallim has pointed out that a misunderstanding of Darwin’s theory of 

evolution led Corelli to think she and he were in agreement (268). If science suggests 

that species are developing, then spiritual progress should be occurring as well—it is 

only natural, to Corelli. What she did not understand, apparently, is the extent to which 
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Darwin’s theory relied upon, in Hallim’s words, “opportunism and necessity,” 

“amorality and randomness” (278). To Corelli, a correspondence between science and 

spirituality, far from the conflict evidenced by the humanities versus sciences debate 

between Matthew Arnold and T. H. Huxley, forms the basis for her Electric Creed: 

“God’s love is heat, light, and electricity” and “the soul [is] an electric spark” (Hallim 

270). That such ideas have not disappeared is confirmed by Hallim, who suggests that 

Corelli’s novels have a readership today among those who see such a connection 

between Corelli and New Age spiritualism (281). 

Corelli makes it possible for her reader to be fascinated with the excesses of 

materialism from a superior moral distance. As Moody writes, “Corelli’s novels are 

consolatory in the way that they establish middle-class superiority over upper-class 

profligacy” (191), with the result that members of the upper class who found their peers 

profligate were able to affirm Corelli’s insights and enjoy her fiction. Unthreatened, 

even vindicated in this way, readers were able to enjoy an emotional response to her 

work characteristic of what Patricia Koski, Lori Holyfield, and Marcella Thompson 

have labeled “affective” as opposed to “instrumental” (219). Romance novelists, they 

theorize, are disdained by critics for the very reason that they are effective in bringing 

about their desired emotional effect upon the reader, “a transition from the rational to 

(not the irrational), but the equally powerful realm of affect” (226).  

At least one current critic, Martin Hipsky, goes so far as to align Corelli with 

high modernists in her rejection of realism. He attempts to establish similarities in their 

shared negative view of other successful fiction of the day.  Though modernists are 

known for their “desire to resist easy consumption, by a kind of authenticity through 
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difficulty” (220), a goal to which Corelli did not aspire, she does share with them a 

disdain for the realist/naturalist aesthetic. Such a connection seems a stretch, however; 

Hipsky acknowledges that “to situate Corelli’s romances in the neighborhood of the 

rather exalted edifices of the high modernists may seem a bit grandiose” (220). Still he 

finds shared ground that earlier critics have overlooked. Such attempts can be seen as 

divide-blurring. Hipsky sees common ground in both Corelli and the high modernists’ 

emphasis on the inner world of the protagonist, but not in the development of linear 

plot. For this reason, he concludes that “both modernist literature and the Corellian 

romance …offered what we might call ‘romances of interiority’” (221), which led to a 

kind of community among their otherwise increasingly existentially-isolated readers.  

Such critics as Benjamin Fisher and others of this chapter represent an answer to 

Carol Poster’s 1996 challenge to engage texts of Corelli’s day in favor of literary 

theorizing, an exhortation made more urgent by the physical deterioration of primary 

sources. Poster has juxtaposed “theoretical and practical criticism” (289) in a way that 

shows the importance of work such as that reviewed in this chapter, pointing out that 

increasing studies of feminist theory may have in fact allowed a narrowing of the 

feminist canon which now neglects such writers as Corelli.  

Poster even sees reader-response theory and deconstruction as a threat to serious 

criticism of forgotten women writers such as Corelli. She suggests that if a 

consideration of author is irrelevant, then a feminist reading of a male author will, 

unfortunately, be given equal weight to a reading of a woman writer. Authorship, not 

merely critical perspective, is important, insists Poster.  She cautions against the 
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substitution of “readings sensitive to feminist concerns for readings of female authors” 

(291). 

The hesitancy of the postmodern critics to view culture in binaries of high vs. 

popular is in this way reflected in recent Corelli criticism. Corelli’s tendency to take 

traditional villains like Barabbas, Judas Iscariot, Satan, and to a lesser extent Pontius 

Pilate, and recast them sympathetically was much mocked in her day. It was not that 

evil characters must be flatly evil, and that casting them as good or even redeemable 

was silly, but her inclusion of historical figures among those she so embellished earned 

the critics’ scorn.  Yet by 2006, such a task might be viewed as “a Janus-style position 

[that] is no mean feat” Fisher 318), as opposed to a ridiculous sacrilege.   

Poster argues that “if the importance of novelists is partially a function of the 

number of critical articles written about them, we need to write and publish articles and 

present papers about popular female authors” (302), and not just in feminist journals 

such as Women’s Writing, the source of the most recent Corelli criticism reviewed here:   

In our broad articles about literary themes, periods, and theories, we 

must include illustrations from popular as well as ‘literary’ authors… 

blurring the boundaries between the two. We must assimilate ‘popular’ 

and ‘serious’ authors within the same critical frameworks to deconstruct 

the ‘popular=female’ and ‘literary=male’ binary opposition. (302) 

Poster’s comments are representative of the renewed and respectful attention 

given to Corelli. If critics continue to consider the marketplace (i.e., Corelli’s 

acknowledged popularity) in addition to emerging literary trends in their selection of 
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literature worthy of study, Marie Corelli may regain her earlier fame—or notoriety. The 

criticism reviewed in this chapter is important and deserves a broader audience. 
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VII. CONCLUSION: CORELLI’S DESERVED PLACE 

Marie Corelli wrote books that a wide variety of people desperately wanted to 

read, and the quirks of her purple prose or adjectival excesses were either appreciated or 

disregarded by her readers to get to the imaginative narratives she provided. Many were 

simply entertained; some wrote of being inspired (though she has been charged with 

creating her own adoring fan mail). She wrote at the time of what is now

perceived as the emerging divide between popular culture and high modernism. While 

the work of modernists, according to Robert Scholes, “required and sustained the efforts 

of critics and teachers who could lead less gifted people across the divide to the heights 

of critical appreciation” (253), no such guides were necessary in order to enjoy Marie 

Corelli.  

Her work has not entered the academic canon; after all, the literature of  high 

culture has, according to John Guillory, retreated into the schools, since the public 

appears to have accepted that true literature is difficult and therefore worthy of 

university study.40 Most teachers can verify a gap between this literature and what 

people actually want to read -- and people wanted to read Marie Corelli, whose 

publishers “rapidly sold 130,000 copies of her new book, and offered her an advance of 

£9,500 for the next” in 1909, when some biographers say that “her popularity had begun 

to fade” (Lucas 283).  
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But Scholes goes on to assert that “it is possible that the Great Divide itself has 

been mainly a device of modernist artists and critics, a mirage of modernism” (255).41 

Indeed, the divide between popular literature and high culture may have been more 

blurred than previously thought, but Northrop Frye’s comment in The Secular Scripture 

does ring true with regard to Corelli: “Popular literature has been the object of a 

constant bombardment of social anxieties for over two thousand years, and nearly the 

whole of the critical tradition has stood out against it. The greater part of the reading 

and listening public has ignored the critics and censors for exactly the same length of 

time” (23). 

 How to view Marie Corelli is not simplified by an examination of how she was 

regarded during her day. Her readers did not perceive the “divide” that may seem 

apparent to the modernists of whom Scholes writes. Nicola Diane Thompson documents 

critical responses grouping, for example, George Eliot with Dinah Mulock Craik and 

Mrs. Oliphant, Geraldine Jewsbury with Eliot and Charlotte Bronte, and Tolstoy’s 

recommendation of Mrs. Humphry Ward as “the greatest living English writer,” along 

others (7). So while Corelli received scathing criticism, it is not clear that popular 

writers in general were disdained.  

A comparison of references to Corelli in various indices of literature makes a 

fitting conclusion to this paper.  The Stanford Companion to Victorian Fiction 

acknowledges that she was “the bestselling novelist of the English-speaking world” 

(149), after asserting that her “lack of formal learning was to mar her more pretentious 

literary efforts in later life” (148). References to her physical appearance abound to such 

an extent that it is difficult not to perceive gender bias; who knew or cared what other 
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authors of the period looked like? (Unless they were Oscar Wilde, to whom appearance 

was everything.) Granted, Corelli added to the mystique by refusing to be 

photographed, but her biographical entry contains the information that “she was no 

beauty, but vain to the point of mania” (“Stanford” 148).   

This biographer, John Sutherland, gives a motive to her privacy: she preferred, 

apparently, “that the public should have an idealized mental image of her” (“Stanford” 

148). To declare that A Romance of Two Worlds “created little excitement and was 

generally dismissed as ungrammatical bosh” (“Stanford” 148) may represent the critic’s 

view, but certainly not the public’s (Masters 59). The overall impression after reading 

the entry on Corelli is that she is inexplicable. How could such an oddity, with so many 

obvious faults, writing books “with their wild concoction of spiritualism, science, 

eroticism and religiosity,” produce “the first supersellers of the twentieth century” 

(150)? Who is more ridiculous to Stanford, Corelli or her admirers? Ernest Baker, 

writing in his multi-volume History of the English Novel, clearly blames her audience, 

since her “world-wide response” can be traced to “appeals to mass sentiment and 

mediocre intelligence” (214); yet Corelli herself is not guilt-free, since “she is an 

“impostor…idolized by the uncritical mob” (221). 

Q.D. Leavis places Corelli at a historic moment in the development of the novel. 

While in earlier years, “anyone who could read Dickens…could also, subject to a little 

self-discipline, read and understand George Eliot, Charlotte Bronte, Thackeray, 

Trollope, the novelists of the educated…there is an unbridged and impassable gulf 

between Marie Corelli and Henry James. And so the great novelists of the age pass out 

of the common reader’s field of vision” (169). If such an assessment is true, then the 
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common reader’s field of vision was certainly claimed by Marie Corelli. Such critics as 

Terry Eagleton have questioned the Leavis perspective, placing such a view in the 

Arnoldian tradition of seeking to preserve cultural values rather than open conversations 

with voices of change.  

Nonetheless, Mrs. Leavis’s comments on the influence of the Puritan tradition 

on the popular audience in Britain can help explain Corelli’s wide acceptance, as they 

engage the extent to which the religious character of her writing contributed to its 

popularity. Mrs. Leavis points out that in the past, when books were priced far above 

the average man’s budget, “even the grimmest and poorest Puritan household 

possessed” the Authorized Version (King James) of the Bible and a copy of The 

Pilgrim’s Progress (Leavis 97).42  Religious fiction in Britain did not originate with 

Marie Corelli. It is not surprising when later Leavis states that “Marie Corelli [and 

others] start from the assumption that the reader, like the writer, is passionately in 

favour of the Christian ethic, the accepted social and moral code, family affection, 

altruism, and self-sacrifice” (198). Herein lies a key to Corelli’s success, which appears 

to be as yet unaddressed: the appeal of the religious novel. 

In 1880 Lew Wallace’s Ben Hur appeared in America, a novel whose basis is 

not too far removed from Barabbas, minus Corelli’s audacity to recast villains 

sympathetically. Religious fiction has always enjoyed some popularity, perhaps because 

it seeks to close the distance between what is revealed in sacred writing and all that man 

may desire to know. Even a religious allegory such as The Pilgrim’s Progress can be 

seen in this light; what does temptation really look like? Vanity Fair. From In His Steps 

(1896), The Magnificent Obsession (1929), and The Robe (1942), to the Left Behind 
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novels (1995-2007) and The Shack (2009), popular religious fiction has addressed the 

curiosity of many people. The gospel accounts leave questions unanswered. Corelli 

answers them. For example, barely mentioned details in the gospel accounts of Jesus’ 

crucifixion, such as the midday darkness, appear in Barabbas as pivotal, developed at 

length by Corelli with their effect upon her characters.  

What was Barabbas really like?  Corelli can tell us: he was an idealist, 

imprisoned for killing a man who insulted the honor of his love, Judith Iscariot.43  And 

what about Satan, certainly an interesting figure to those fascinated by the spiritualism 

of the fin de siècle? Corelli can supply the details, as described in chapter 3. What will 

be the eternal destiny of righteous pagans? Thelma supplies the answer that scripture 

does not. Is there more to a spiritual life than the all-too-human local congregation may 

offer? Certainly, according to A Romance of Two Worlds. The religious fulfillment and 

certainty that many were seeking is reassuringly offered to the faithful, in Corelli novels 

and in popular novels today.  To those who find the gospel accounts lacking in 

sufficient detail, popular religious fiction has always offered an imaginative 

supplement. 44 

Perhaps writing at the end of a century contributes to the retrospective 

evaluation of one’s work being seen in terms of its “influence” upon succeeding literary 

trends.  Literature of the 1890s that hindsight revealed to be sentinels of approaching 

high modernism entered the academic canon, while much of the popular literature of the 

day has survived as children’s literature, or has even been dismissed (Manos and 

Rochelson xiv). Since Marie Corelli did not fit into either early high modernism or 

adventure, her work has passed from the public eye. But the title of Nikki Lee Manos  
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and Meri-Jane Rochelson’s collection of essays about fin de siècle writers, 

Transforming Genres, suggests another perspective: such a simplified reduction does 

not do justice to the complexity of the popular works of the day, Corelli’s among them.  

The contradictions found in Corelli, along with her somewhat dogmatic refusal 

to acknowledge them, can be seen as a kind of pre-modernism, and so it follows that 

postmodern critics may be willing to re-open the door to consideration of her work with 

their less adversarial response to popular literature.  Many popular writers of the past 

are unknown today, while others have achieved canonicity, at least for now. A close 

reading of Corelli’s bestsellers reveals many issues that violate classical principles of 

plot plausibility and restraint in language, while at the same time appearing to instruct 

and, by sheer force of imagination, to delight. This consideration of her writing and its 

criticism from classical, contemporary, modern and postmodern feminist perspectives 

reveals the difficulty of labeling Marie Corelli. Annette Federico’s entry in The 

Cambridge Guide to Women’s Writing in English distils the causes for the popularity of 

Marie Corelli to two attributes: “her narrative energy and moral confidence” (153). 

After asserting that “of course she isn’t a great novelist, she isn’t even a good one” 

(Lucas 283), the writer of her entry in Great Writers of the English Language defends 

her presence in the volume from which he has just disqualified her by saying: 

But her books are of interest because they clearly reflect opinions, 

wishes, likes and dislikes that were widely current during the last years 

of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth. If you want 

to know what the man on the Clapham omnibus thought of life during 

those years, Marie Corelli’s books will help to tell you. (Lucas 283) 
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That her “energy and moral confidence” were appreciated by the British reader of her 

day is apparent from her sales figures. She understood her public; she felt she was of the 

same mind as her readers. Just as reading Corelli can give insight into the period of her 

greatest popularity, examining why she is now so unknown can give insight regarding 

critical approaches in our own. 
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ENDNOTES 
 
1 Lee Erickson explores the effects of changes in the publication industry on the 

development of popular English novels, noting that circulating libraries were places of 

social importance for classes with leisure time and that their subscription lists served as 

a kind of social register for the orientation of new arrivals in the resort towns where 

they were located (130). He further explores the curious paradox of such novelists as 

Jane Austen, whose characters affirm that reading, especially for young women, 

reflected “a withdrawal from a woman’s proper social concerns” (140) Corelli has much 

to say about women and their reading habits in The Sorrows of Satan. 

2 Erickson sees “great irony” in the dilemma of mid-eighteenth century authors 

who “felt their influence upon society diminished even as they saw that the possibilities 

for it were enormously expanded” (189). 

3 Literature, to Arnold, is unquestionably a characteristic of culture. “A man’s 

life of each day depends for its solidity and value on whether he reads during that day, 

and, far more still, on what he reads during it” (Arnold 5). 

4 Yet Longinus asserts that writing which is “beautiful and truly sublime 

…pleases all people at all times” including “men who differ in their pursuits, their lives, 

their tastes, their ages, [and] their languages,” giving a “unanimous verdict” though they 
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be ‘discordant judges” (181). While Corelli’s admirers included a broad cross-section of 

society, she was by no means so universally praised. 

5 Specifically, does Corelli attempt but fail to achieve a “grand style?” 

(Demetrius 373-427). 

6 “The Aristocracy of Culture,” the first chapter in Bourdieu’s Distinction: A 

Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, further notes how taste is influenced by 

educational level as well as social class. 

7 For example, the Chaldean Heliobas appears in both A Romance of Two 

Worlds and The Soul of Lilith as a kind of benevolent magus, though not specifically 

identified as such, as is Melchior in Barabbas.   

8 A Romance of Two Worlds was first published in two volumes in 1886, and 

was not paginated continuously. All citations from the novel itself come from this 

version, with volume number indicated first. However, Corelli’s introduction to the 

1888 edition provides her response to both her admirers and her critics; it is referred to 

in parenthetical citations as Introduction. 

9 Annette Federico writes that “Wilde was one of Corelli’s early admirers,for 

both writers saw imaginative self-creation as more than an aesthetic project; it was a 

soul-preserving and socially militant necessity” (Idol 11).  

10 “By her own definition,” writes Rachel Anderson, “she wrote three types of 

novel: religious novels, novels of the imagination, and novels with a purpose, but she 

insisted that ‘all are religious in their fervent re-iteration of the gospel message’” (151). 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11 In his preface to the English edition of Distinction, Bourdieu suggests that 

while his sociological observations are rooted in French culture, they are universal (xi). 

12 Gerald Graff points out that “the question as Arnold saw it now was, How are 

people not bred to the old elite to be helped to develop elite tastes?” (Graff 198) 

Furthermore,  Steven Marcus has written, “once divine claims and supernatural 

sanctions are abducted from religion, once religion is naturalized, historicized, and 

relativized, there is no consequent way of investing any other set of beliefs…with 

anything that remotely resembles the credent certitude that the propositions and 

presecription of revealed religion carry…Culture and Anarchy, as a result, is logically 

built on sand” (168).  

13 Corelli asserts that “in the teachings of Christ will be found all the secrets of 

occult science…[a] spirituality [which is] the outcome of the electric spirit of divinity in 

man” (Introduction 24). 

14 In 1895, with the arrest of Oscar Wilde, the Decadent movement, in the words 

of Holbrook Jackson, “suffered a sudden collapse as if it had been no more than a gaily 

colored balloon” (53). 

15 In her first bestseller, the protagonist of The Sorrows of Satan is a man who 

finds true spiritual happiness after his wife’s suicide. Much has been made of the lack of 

romance in Corelli’s fiction, especially in current critical response from a feminist 

perspective, examined in Chapter VI.  

16 “Americans often thought that she was a descendant of Shakespeare, and she 

was slow to correct the impression” (Masters 1).  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17 Masters uncharitably dismisses such altruism as arrogance, stating that “Marie 

saw it as her duty to counteract the pernicious influence of doubt which threatened those 

fragile souls who gave way easily to ‘discontent and disappointed endeavor’” (Masters 

131). 

18 Masters quotes Corelli’s introduction to a subsequent edition of A Romance 

of Two Worlds: “I wrote it simply because I strongly felt the force of the spiritual 

suggestions I have sought to convey in its pages” (Masters 59). 

19 Demetrius calls Homer the greatest stylist; Aristotle, of course, uses 

Sophocles’ Oedipus as the standard for  tragedy. 

20 Although the facts are scanty, Donald Russell suggests in his introduction to 

the second Loeb Classical edition that “parallels in other authors…strongly suggest a 

date [for Longinus] in the first century A.D.” (147). 

21 Corelli reproduces letters from her readers in the 1888 edition of A Romance 

of Two Worlds testifying to the spiritual enlightenment that her novel brought them 

(10). 

22 Brian Masters quotes Corelli: “If I were given such a choice as this, to write 

something entirely opposed to my own feeling and conscience for a thousand pounds, or 

to write my honest thought for nothing, I would write my honest thought, and let the 

thousand pounds go” (303). 

23 In 1905, Bliss Carman wrote that Longfellow’s greatest accomplishment was 

the mass volume of his work, though “comparatively few…of his poems approach the 
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highest reach of poetry” (Cameron 312). Francis Gribble in 1907 claimed that “a poet of 

the first rank Longfellow obviously was not” (Cameron 324).  

24 Porter suggests that such a connection suggests “evidence of the popular 

female novel’s potential to act as a conduit by which women’s ideas could flow into the 

British power structure” (299).   

25 Brian Masters records that “it had an initial sale greater than any previous 

novel in the language, making it the first best-seller in English history. There may have 

been many in England who did not read it, but there could be no one, in 1895, who had 

not heard of it” (143). 

26 “Miss Clare is too popular to need reviews. Besides a large number of the 

critics -- the ‘log-rollers’ especially, are mad against her for her success, and the public 

know it” (Sorrows 139). 

27 In another Corelli paradox, she opens a subsequent novel, Thelma, with a 

couplet by Swinburne and not ironically or in negation.  

28 Of A Romance of Two Worlds,  Brian Masters reports that Wilde said, “I 

have read the book over again…you certainly tell of marvellous things in a marvellous 

way” (60). Later, Masters suggests that during the time Wilde was visiting and 

expressing admiration for Corelli, he “was taken no more seriously by the critics” than 

she was, and “they shared the pride of being misjudged” (92). He attributes Wilde’s 

affinity at this time to an aesthete’s appreciation for “the flamboyance with which Marie 

spilled exotic words over the page” (92)—even while writing against the aesthetes. 

Annette Federico finds many such contradictions in Corelli’s writing.  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29 It is easy to read the social fear present at the reading of this paper by its 

author, the medical superintendent of Bethlem Royal Hospital and Lecturer on Mental 

Diseases at St. Mary’s Hospital. The world was changing; as a result of widespread 

elementary education throughout England, large populations of able-bodied young 

people were deserting their counties for the assumed prosperity of the cities, leaving 

behind those less motivated and in the fear of the London doctors, less intelligent and 

less healthy, to interbreed. In addition, women in London were taking jobs traditionally 

held by men, and they were not getting married and raising large enough families to 

keep the Empire strong. There seemed to be increasing numbers of insane patients to 

deal with; what could be the cause? It must be something about this new society itself 

that was putting mental strain on people who could not bear it and should have been left 

to their agrarian lifestyle. Not all should be educated, Hyslop asserts. “We have become 

brainy and unstable to a degree that threatens the possibility of a reversion” (941). It 

should be noted that responses to this paper were not completely favorable, but 

pervasive social worry characterizes even those who sought to mitigate Hyslops’s 

claims. 

30 Masters characterizes Bentley as the consummate Victorian gentleman: ever 

polite and even warmly supportive of Corelli’s moody needs for affirmation despite her 

popularity. Bentley’s journal does record privately how weary he was of her emotional 

fluctuations. 

31 Bourdieu points out, however, that to view such creativity as independent of 

financial consideration, but instead upon a kind of idealistic “innate inspiration” (“The 
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Market” 1233) is naïve; art was for arts’ sake, but art could also be for money’s sake. 

Aestheticism, after all, was not asceticism. 

32 Frye goes on to theorize in contrast to other voices that it is popular literature 

that figures in the development of literature, which effectively parents the next stage of 

literary development. Popular literature seen this way is not inferior to what he 

designates as elite literature, but is simply earlier, and in its primitiveness, it resonates 

with broad audiences in its mythology (29). 

33 As Felski summarizes, “Her heroines are only rarely integrated into the sphere 

of domesticity and a reassuring idyll of motherhood and family; they remain aberrant, 

marginal, awkwardly positioned in relation to the social structures within which they 

find themselves” (131). 

34 Such a difficulty is exacerbated by Corelli’s own modification of position, 

such as her about face on about women’s suffrage.  Nickianne Moody, among others, 

documents this change and attributes it to Corelli’s increasing awareness of 

discrimination throughout her lifetime (201). Corelli wrote passionately, fervently about 

the absoluteness of her opinions, until she became better educated about a situation, 

after which she wrote passionately and fervently about the absoluteness of her new 

opinion. 

35 One such reference in The Sorrows of Satan attributes the writing of indecent 

fiction to such women (10). 

36 Certainly it can be said that Stubbs did not enjoy her experience with Corelli’s 

fiction: “a reading of her work…requires stamina” (45). 
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37 Sir Frederick Ponsonby made the mistake of pointing out that “[Corelli’s] 

writings appealed to the semi-educated” in the presence of the Queen, not knowing of 

her regard for Corelli (Masters 106).  

38 Ayres calls Corelli’s novels a “strident backlash to the decreasing influence of 

religion close to the end of the century” (210). 

39 This comparison is delineated by Moody as an example of how Corelli’s death 

scenes connected with her audience (195). 

40 Guillory lays responsibility for this retreat at least to some extent at the feet of 

the New Critics (168). 

41 Scholes goes on to argue that “there is probably more entertainment in some 

of these works than our modernist critics have wanted to notice” and that attention 

should be paid to this.  As a structuralist, Scholes clearly identifies the modernist 

position as anti-enjoyment. If anyone really likes reading a work, it cannot be of any 

true value. Yet Scholes goes on to dispute such a position, arguing for a re-examination 

of both popular literature and entertaining elements in the canonical (256). 

42 Leavis goes on to express her preference for Bunyan to the novelists of both 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, for his subtlety as opposed to their binaries. She 

found  his “a finer mind,” offering even to the current reader something of real value as 

opposed to other novelists, who are interesting only because of the extent to which they 

reveal their own now-bygone culture (99). Bunyan, Defoe, and the Authorized Version 

of the Bible “do something more positive for the reader than amuse” (106). Leavis did 

not, however, find such complexity in Corelli’s work, and as noted, the validity of 
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Leavis’s judgment may certainly be questioned on the grounds that the “something 

more positive” is a reinforcement of the existing social structure as much as an exertion 

of the kind of mental agility that Mrs. Leavis so values and sees in the reading of 

Bunyan, Defoe, and the Authorized Version.  Such a discussion goes beyond the 

concerns of this thesis. 

43 Judith turns out to be a femme fatale, and not worthy of his love. Her only 

redeeming virtue is her love for her brother Judas, who also was more victim of 

circumstance than villain in Corelli’s novel. 

44 Rita Felski relates such fiction to a consideration of kitsch in her definition of 

the “popular sublime” (120). 
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